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News In Brief
Net result in state unemployment
figures show increase in jobless

Hume of Ow Mt
National Scouting Museum

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 28, 1987

Storm hits portion of Calloway County

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP ) — The number of people working and the
number of people not working grew in June, but the net result was an
increase in Kentucky's unemployment rate, according to figures
released today by the Cabinet for Human Resources.
The preliminary unemployment rate for June was 9.1 percent,
compared with 9 percent in May. The unemployment rate im•June
1986 was also 9 percent.
There were an estimated 1,547,700 Kentuckians working in June, up
from 1,534,600 in May. The June 1986 estimate was 1,543,200.
The number of people unemployed in June was 155,400, up from
151,900 in May. The estimate for June 1986 was 153,300.
State labor market analyst Ed Blackwell said the number of
students seeking summer jobs and recent graduate looking for work
prompted the growth in the labor force.
At the same time, seasonal jobs in education and the service industry were lost for the summer, Blackwell said.
The unemployment figures include civilians who are working or actively seeking work. It does not include anyone who is unemployed
but has not looked for a job for four weeks.

Elsewhere...
By the Associatet1 Press
WASHINGTON — The captain and weapons officer of the L SS
Stark will not be court-martialed because they have accepted responsibility for the ship's failure to defend itself against an Iraqi warplane
and agreed to resign, the Navy says.
WASHLVGTON — Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz says Iran is
taking advantage of a suspension in Iraqi attacks on Persian Gulf
shipping and aims to "blackmail" countries in the region.
WASHINGTON — Senate Democrats are refusing to speed up the
timetable for considering the nomination of Robert H. Bork to the
Supreme Court despite a warning that President Reagan could put
Bork on the court temporarily to counteract "stalling."
BAR HARBOR. Maine — Scientists have grown genetically
engineered mice and performed "gene surgery" in the test tube, advances that could enhance understanding of inherited diseases in
humans, a researcher says.
LONDON — An authoritative space yearbook charges that NASA
has "lost the will to fly men in space" after the devastating
Challenger space shuttle explosion. The U.S. space agency disputes
the charges.
LOS ANGELES — Motorists are being advised to drive like
"wimps" as police investigat whether to add two more slayings to
the list of violence blamed on a "road warrior" mentality on
Southern California's stress-filled freeways.
ATHENS, Greece — Gravediggers worked overtime and tourists
plunged into Athens' fountains as Greece sought relief from an eightday heat wave that has left 657 people dead. Forecasters predicted
the soaring temperatures would abate today.
PEORIA, 111. — A fourth-grader's essay on three wishes shocked
her teacher with its revelation of a family torn by child abuse and
resulted in jail terms for the girl's parents.
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Lightning is the suspected cause of the Monday-afternoon fire which destroyed this barn
located on Palmer
Road in the northern part of Calloway County, according to Calloway County Fire/Rescue
Mike Sykes. The Squad received the call between 5:30 and 5:45 p.m. Monday following Squad reporter
the worst part of
yesterday's thunderstorm. Sykes said that in addition to an antique truck, there were about
150 bales of hay
stored in .the barn, owned by Robbie Lyon of Rt. 2, Murray. Squad members were on the
scene for about one
hour. Five units and 10 men responded.
Staff photo by Donna Newcomb

Meese defends
first inquiries
into arms sales
in November
WASHINGTON (AP — Attorney General Edwin Meese III
today defended the preliminary
Iran-Contra inquiry he conducted
for President Reagan last fall, and
told congressional investigators
he had only a fragmentary
knowledge of the affair until last
November.
Testifying under oath and
without immunity at nationally
televised hearings, Meese said
that when he was asked in
January 1986 "my own counsel"
was to support the secret sale of
arms to Iran. He said he advised
the president it was legal to
withhold notification of Congress
for a brief period.
Meese was the second Cabinet
officer to appear before the House
and Senate investigating committees at hearings that entered the
11th week today. The attorney
general sat alone at the witness
table while several aides occupied
seats one row behind him.
Meese was expected to undergo
.strenuous questioning about his
preliminary inquiry into the affair
last November, an inquiry which
many lawmakers have 31•Iticized
as inept.
Meese began by reading a
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By DONNA NEWalMB
Staff Writer
Though no injuries have been
reported as a result of Monday
evening's thunderstorm. parts of
Calloway County suffered some
damage according to reports from
county residents, the Calloway
County Fire and Rescue Squ9
and the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
The city seemed to escape the
brunt of the storm with no damage
reported from the Murray Fire
Department or the Murray Police
Department. Ron Underwood,
superintendent of the Murray
Electric System said. the city experienced no power outages.
The cause of a barn fire on
Palmer Road in the northern part
of the county has been speculated
as lightning, according to fire
squad reporter Mike Sykes.
Sheriff J.D. Williams, reported
two large trees down. One was
located in a resident's yard on
Kentucky 121, south of Murray,
the other blocked traffic for a
short time on 121 North at the intersection of Kentucky 783.
David Morrill, a dispatcher for
West Kentucky Rural Electric
(Cont'd on page 2)

Faxon fire district
created by Weaks

Aft. Gen. Edwin Meese
Defending inquiry
17-page written statement in
which he stressed his "limited role
in the events" until last
November. He said he began his
inquiry "plain and simple" to find
out what the facts were and to
report back to the president.
"Indeed, on Nov. 21, 1986, there
was no hint that criminal activity
was in any way implicated in the
Iranian arms transactions." he
said.
Questioning of Meese was led by
House committee counsel John
Nields, who began by asking the
attorney general whether he had
any knowlege that the Israelis had
sold American-made weapons to
Iran in the summer and fall of
1985.
As he has many times before,
Meese said he was unaware of
(Cont'd on page?)

By SCOTT WILSON
Staff Writer
Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks,
meeting in special session Monday
with the Calloway County Fiscal
Court, created a fire district for
the Faxon area.
A petition with 527 signatures
was presented to the fiscal court
urging the creation of a Faxon
Fire District. There are 995
registered voters in the district
and, according to state statutes,
the 527 signatures surpasses the 51
percent required to create the
district.
"According to the statute, it
says that I shall create a fire

district when 51 percent of the
registered voters sign a petition.'•
commented Weaks.
Patty Harris, Jim Kelso and
Richard Holzschuh were sworn in
Monday as trustees to the new
district. They then set the Faxon
tax rate at three percent per $100
of valuation.
In other business, the fiscal
court voted on several tax rates
for the county. These rates will be
in effect when taxes are collected
in November.
The court voted in a property
rate of 11.1 percent. down from
12.2. The personal property tax
(Cont'd on page 2)

Chamber discusses sale,
festival; reports on grant
The Murray-Calloway CountsChamber of Commerce held its
regular monthly meeting Monday
afternoon at the Commerce
Centre.
Several announcements were
made during the meeting including the upcoming Citywide
Sidewalk Sale on July 31 through
Aug. 1, and the Fall Festival in the
Park which is scheduled for Sept.
26.

Executive Vice President Steve
Zea reported that the $200.000
grant for the debt on the
Southeastern Book Company had
been received. Zea also reported
to chamber members of the recent
visit of the Certified Cities Evaluation Team and expressed confidence that the city would be certified for the fifth consecutive
(Cont'd on page 2)

Shultz and Shevardnadze
may meet in September
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1..S. Secretary of State George Shultz. right, and Soviet counterpart Edward Shevardnadze were all smiles before starting talks at their
Noveniher meeting in MOSCOW.

WASHINGTON (AP
—
Secretary of State George P
Shultz may meet in Washington in
September with Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze
in an effort to wrap up an arms
control agreement and make
plans for a third U.S.-Soviet summit, U.S. officials say.
Reflecting a sudden, improvement in superpower relations,
Shultz discussed prospects for the
meeting Monday with Yuri V.
Dubinin, the Soviet ambassador
who had asked to see him, the officials said.
"The time period we are looking
at is mid-September," a State
Department official, who spoke
only on condition of anonymity.
said later,

Just two weeks ago. Charles E.
Redman. the State Department
spokesman, criticized the Soviets
for not responding to meeting
dates suggested by the U.S. side
and for a slowdown in negotiations
in Geneva on nuclear missile
reductions.
The United States had proposed
Shultz and Shevardnadze meet in
mid-July on an agenda for a visit
to Washington by Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev later in the
year.
Since then, Gorbachev has offered to destroy all Soviet
intermediate-range missiles in
Asia as well as in Europe, and
Dubinin conveyed to Shultz his
((bard on page 2)
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Department reports
restaurant break-in
on 1Centuekv 121
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department today reported the
break-in of the Homeplace
Restaurant, located on Kentucky
121, north of Murray
Deputy Sheriff Stan Scott said
approximately $56 in cash was
taken from the business sometime
between midnight Sunday and
a.m. Monday.
Scott said the owner, Ron
Hager, entered the business at
about 3 a.m. Monday and noticed a
window broken out on the east side
of the building Scott said there
was no sign of vandalism
The incident is still under
investigation

WASHINGToN AP — ri•s,
der Reagan could put Robert H
Bork on the Supreme coart ten.
puranly ii 1hr Senate' stalls in
deciding w hether. to ontirm
Rork's nothinati,on Senate
Republican leader Bob Dvie said

al 59

Monday.
Dole, calling Bork's nomination
• •the main event" in Congress this
year, added an Important new element to the political maneuvering
over the.a.ionfirmation battle in his
poirTted reminder to the senate's
I iernocrattc majority
The Constitution "allows the
president to fill any vacancy on
the Supreme Court while Congress
is in recess and provides that the
person -filling that vacancy shall
serve until the end of the congressional session,'• Dole. R-Kan., said
in remarks to the National Conference of State Legislatures in
Indianapolis.
Reagan announced his nomination of Bork. a conservative
federal appeals judge, on July 1,
but the Senate Judiciary Committee does not plan to begin about
two weeks of confirmation hearings until Sept. 15. That means the
full Senate would not vote on confirmation in time for the Oct. 5
start of the Supreme Court's new
term.
The most recent recess appointee was Potter Stewart, named by President Dwight D.
Eisenhower in 1959

lary

Thorn. 24. TNI*3 First
,irrested ca
morrin:! h tar Calloway
County Sheriff s Department and
charged with first -degree
burglary a( cording to Sheriff 1 1)
Wiiniams
The arrest v1/4 as made in connek
tion ‘+It! the 1..lv 4 burglar
Bob and N a rus Grot‘en. ,n Ne;,.%
Con,'ord in‘k
approximately.
$911 ot meri nandise and money
was taken. Williams said
Th.-, sheriff said that anDaig
items recovered v.ere cLgarettes,
lighters and a ithItt'
Thorn is arrently lodged in the
Callowa.. County jail or, $11t.(ori
Mlirrt%
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The Murray Fire I)en.irtment
responded to 1 fire Monday at approximatle
11 p m at the
Western Si7Ziln Steak House on
North :2th. Street. according to
spokesman far the department.
The restaurant's large display
sign a as on ft:- ',Oen fire righters
amven. In, spokesman said
Loon
tiremen ut off
i-r th.,e signand extinguished
blaze accorihrig a the reTrort
and extent of
_
:inkrbwr. at trn,

atch the 5C's
fever
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4Coard from page 1)
Cooperative, said the county experienced "a lot of scattered
outages " He said a big wind, occurring at approximately 4:45
p.m caused the outages which
spread from North Marshall
School, in Marshall County, across
to Hazel and New Concord
Morrill said the Murray Calloway County Airport lost
power for approximately two
hours.
With coop crew working with
spotlights in the dark, all power
was restored by 1 a.m. this morning, Morrill said. The majority of
power back on by about 9 p.m., he
added.
Individual experiences of county residents included reports of
large limbs and mailboxes blown
down, and even hail in the northwestern part of the county.

(Cont'd from page 1)
those shipments until November
1986.
In his statement, Meese said the
entire policy of secret arms sales
was made known within the
Reagan administration on a
"need-to-know" basis.
"Indeed, I was not even kept advised" after the White House
(Cont'd from page 1)
meeting with Reagan and his advisers on Jan. 7, 1986, when the
year.
Other members of the chamber arms sales were discussed, he
discussed the success of the last of said.
National Security Adviser John
three Summer Orientation projects, held July 18 -in conjunction M. Poindexter and CIA Director
with Leadership Murray Alumni, William Casey "favored the inwhich included ice cream socials itiative; Secretary Shultz and
and tours of Murray for parents of Secretary Weinberger opposed
prospective Murray State it," Meese said, referring to the
meeting in Reagan's office where
students Secretary Jo Crass, director of Meese said he first learned details
Leadership _Murray, said that it of the arms-for-hostag,es plan.
"My own counsel was that,
will be a goal for next year to get
more people and organizations in- while very close, the benefits
seemed to outweigh the risks," he
volved in the successful event.
New members joining the said. As for not telling Congress
chamber in July were reported as right away, "I had the impression
that a time frame of 30 to 60 days
t•ollows:
,Calloway Monument Company, was contemplated and that the
Dor•Mae Fashions, Jane Sisk, risks were, therefore, shortWest Main Chevron, Benson Spor- term.
ting Goods, F.T. Seargent Land
Surveyors. Shoe Shack, Department of / Employment 'Services,
The Melt ShoppeJae Enterprises,
Deborah Elizabeth Hudson, Cox (Cont'd from page 1)
rate is 14 percent. The bank shares
Electric Motor Repair.
rate will stay at 32.81 percent and
the health tax rate will be 2.6
percent.
The library property rate will be
3.1'percent and the personal property tax rate will be 3.0. The conservation tax rate is .05 percent.

Fire hpartment

(hamburger
hot cheese
taco sauce)
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Storms...

Dole: Bork could be put on_bench

St

FRANKFORT. Ky
Al' —
Democratic gubernatoriai
nominee Wallace Wilkinson
hold a pair of rallies late this weei,
as he works his way west for the
annual Fancy Farm picnic
Wilkinson will have one raiiyin
Owensboro on Thursday afternoon
and the other in Mayfield on Fr
day afternoon. The events are be.
trig billed as gatherings for tne en.
tire 1st and 2nd Congressiona,
Districts.
Wilkinson and Most of the other
Democratic and Republi
cahdidates for statewide office navi•
confirmed they will appear at the
Fancy Farm picnic. which is put
on by St. Jerome Catholic c_1:,ron and is considered the traii— •
kickoff of tn f,dl an
season
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Nlercury's nevi entry in the subcompa( I automotive field
- the I9X8 Nlercury Tracer now in Murray and can be
seen in our showroom.
The Tracer is a fully -equipped, front-wheel•driv Stibconi
pact in three different models --- two•sind four-door hatch
backs and a station wagon.
With exception of seven options, you do not have to make
choices as to how you want it appointed or equipped. because
The Tracer comes only one way . Its list id standard features
numbers 68!
And, it's all protected by a 6•year,611,u4N1-mile powertrain
and a 6-year/10,000-mile erosion warranty. Some restrietk ins
and deductibles, however, do apply to the Narrant.
We Invite you to come in and meet The Tracer. It's the COMplete small car that gives you ever% thing vou deserve and
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(Cont'd from page 1)
government's interest in a highlevel meeting.
"Things are a little bit warmer,
but we still don't have dates," one
U.S. official said.
Shultz and Shevardnadze would
try to resolve any obstacles to the
signing of a treaty by the U.S. and
Soviet leaders.
ShulttAcho returned to his State
Department office Monday after
testifying last week to congressional committees on the IranContra affair, plans to be away on
vacation the entire month of
August and not to return to work
until after Labor Day.
Redman said Gorbachev's offer
to destroy all Soviet missiles in
Asia had "some positive aspects"
but that "there are issues to be
resolved" between the two sides.
The principal obstacle apparently is U.S. refusal to destroy West
German-based Pershing 1-A
missiles, which have a range of 465
miles and could not reach Soviet
territory.
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State road departnient crews cleared thls
across Kentucky 121 and 7X3 follow Mi.; tiit4 I
Monday evening's thunderstorm. Trti ffi4
a short time, according to reports flow the
Department. Though city residents seemed
storm, it apparently caused severai
county including the Murray-rallo
dispatcher at the West Kentucky Rurli Fi,.
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Jury duty nanifb
residents report
The following names w+rtdrawn in open court and are sum.
moned to report for jury duty r
the Calloway Circuit Court or•
Monday, Aug. 10, at 9.30 a.m. it
the Miller Courthouse Annex. 20i
S. Fourth St.
Latricia Ann Adams, PH!,!r.
Dan Anderson, Roger Spe'
Balentine, William Mtge Ra7.
Jerry David Baxter, Larry I
Benton, Rusty ,lames
Brooks Bowden, Martha -•
Brown, Jane Ann Buchanan
Thomas Crawford Buchanan.
Johnny Parkes Cannon It , •
Dale Chrisman, Gary Lee (:%0
Deborah Karen Cossey, Bonnie
Dee Crass, Clayborn Crick. M.. •
Culp, Phillip Stanley )itt7
Gerald Dale DiXon, SUSol V.,
Doran, Jack Richard
Jerry Brooks Duncan. Kath% •
Elias, Leah Beth Evans.
Richard Vernon Farrell, ia• I
W. _Flood, Lonnie Chester _Furl .
Denise Morrison Futrell, I lot,
Futrell, Nita Carol Gallowie.
Joseph Matthew Gibbons, .lorri
Thomas Gingles, Allen W.,rr«.•1
Hale, Ann Chilton laiwy.
Henry Arthur Harris
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Six KET program-,
for credit at MI
Six programs to be hi,', I:
Kentucky Educational Telev
•
tKETI this fall will be offeren
credit through the Murray Sta
University program of -xten-de,:
education. Dr. Donald E. Jones. dean of (.,)r
tinuing education on the camp ,-said the telecourses include oh..
graduate credit only and fit-t- as
undergraduate offerings. Eat h
course carries three sernestio
hours of credit.
He listed the graduate-leve
telecourse title as.
"Dealing in Discipline," to lie ot
fered as Education 650, Worksliip
in Education.
Telecourse titles for ti,,
undergraduate courses are,
"Principles of Accounting." to isoffered as Accounting ?W. Prin
ciples of Accounting I.
"The Business File," to be o;fered as Business and Public 1f
fairs 140, Introduction to Business
"The Write Course." to be or
fered as English 101, Composition
"The American Adventure," to
be offered as History 221, Ameritiin
Experience to 1865.
"Understanding
Human Behavior," to be offered as
Psychology
180,
General
Psychology.
An organizational meeting for
Education 650 is scheduled at 9:30
a.m. Saturday; Aug. 29, in-Room 118 of Wells Hall. Students should
register and pay tuition prior to
that time either by mail or in the
Center for Continuing Education,
Room 317A, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky
42071.
Students should register and pay
tuition for each of the
undergraduate courses byjnail or
in the Center for Continuing Education prior to the beginning of the
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Worthy reforms
President Reagan's "Economic Bill of Rights" is a
mixture of familiar but weakly related ideas ranging from
a balanced-budget constitutional amendment to a welfare reform. With such a Jumbled package, Reagan suggests, the nation could solve
its budget and fiscal problems.
He's wrong about that.
Reagan's package mixes procedural changes and political
substance without a coherent
focus on either. Few minds
will be changed on tax and
spending policies by the president's platitudes on work,
property and freedom. And
his proposals on procedure
stress cumbersome constitutional amendments instead of
simpler, more practical reforms of the kind urged by
Alice Rivlin, former director
of the Congressional Budget
Office.
Putting the federal budget
on a two-year cycle. Rivlin
suggests, would be a large
time-saver for executivebranch agencies as well as
for Congress. Three-year
budget resolutions are already standard. But the yearat-a-time pattern for authorizing and appropriating funds
still requires redundant annual work, with no gain in control of spending by either
Congress or the president.
With multiyear budgeting,
legislators could pay more attention to overall policy: federal program directors
"could spend more time managing and less time preparing
and defending budgets."
Rivlin favors fewer budgetdeciding committees as well

Agree Or Not

as less frequent budget decisions. At present, parallel
committees for authorizing
and spending — plus tax subcommittees to consider automatic entitlements spending
— too often duplicate each
other's work. That confusion
is confounded as multiple
committees call for multiple
appearances by high-level executive officials. Both
branches might do their work
better with some rational restructuring of congressional
committees.
Restructuring, Rivlin
argues, could help address another basic problem, "the
tendency of Congress to budget in too much detail." The
tendency becomes law in
minutely prescriptive appropriations — a military base
not to be closed, a highway
segment to be upgraded, a
-veterans hospital to be remodeled. They are dear to
legislators' hearts, but too
often amount to "micro-management" that strips federal
agencies of needed discretion.
Presidents thus have reason to press for budget-process reforms. And Congress
needs presidential pressure,
sine- changes such as Rivlin
proposes threaten many embedded bad habits. Bad budgetary habits make it easier
for Congress and presidents
alike to overdose on deficits
year after year. Reagan
should campaign for specific
budget-process improvements. That way he would do
more to cure U.S. fiscal problems than he ever will accomplish by nebulous speeches on economic rights.

By S.C. VanCuron

The district jail system now be.
mg put into effect in Kentucky,
along with the revamping of the
court system may well be a faint
signal of future constitutional
revisions.
Money, the lack of, is the fuse
that brought about the changes in
the jail picture, and the same problem seems to be creeping upon
many of our financially weak counties. In a recent meeting in
Frankfort a few of the judge/executives were so bold as to mention
the possibility of consolidating
counties to increase revenues and
reduce operating costs.
Many small counties aren't producing enough revenue to pay the
statuatory salaries of its officials
and provide services the citizens
deserve.
Kentucky began as one county of
Virginia and later split into three
counties as the population grew.
County seats were set to provide
service to the people as the population grew, but this idea may have
been more politically useful than
factually useful.
In the early days the sheriff was
the tax collector and it was from
this source much of the operating
costs came although all offices
were established on a fee basis. In
other words a citizen paid a fee
when doing any business with a
county office, such as filing a deed,
swearing out a warrant, etc. The
theory was they would be
self-supporting
In the early days some were
quite lucrative while the tax collector provided a large amount of
revenue for county operation, he
was careful not to over supply the
other offices. He kept a large share
for himself. The other officials paid

Garrott's Galley

their operating expenses and also
took a lot of the overage as their
fair share.
The legislature sets the salaries
of all county officials, but the
money must come from fees
generated from each office. If the
office doesn't produce enough fees,
then the official isn't supposed to
receive the amount of salary set by
the legislature.
At one time not too many years
ago, elected county official jobs
were the best, or among the best in
the county on the average. Inflation
has taken care of this.
Several years ago Representative Dan Roberts, D-Boone County, introduced a bill consolidating
the school districts into 54 instead
of the 100 plus exsisting at that
time. The bill never got out of committee in at least two sessions of the
General Assembly.
Roberts had mountains of figures
showing savings in transportation
costs: supervisory costs as well as
the system being able to present a
much higher quality education program as a standard for all of the
schools.
Education is still one of the most
talked about subjects in legislative
halls and among parents and
taxpayers.
The jail situation now is that 20
are closed and 13 others have been
converted to temporary lockups.
The situation continues to
deterioriate and isn't going to get
any better without an infusion of
more money and more economical
operation.
Things always seem to have to
get worse in Kentucky before any
improvements are made in the
political system.
The question now seems to be.
when does this time come?
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What ever happened to tit,
on the chain in the IstNII
What, ever happened, I wonder,
to that logical, practical, easy to
use and simple to replace little
rubber stopper on the chain in the
bathroom basin?
I was shaving my lined and
leatherly cheeks the other morning when that thought crossed my
mind. Suddenly, I missed my stopper friends of long ago.
We had them all over the place
when I was growing up — in the
kitchen sink, the basin and tub in
the bathroom and in the washing
vats in the milk house.
After a while, they'd harden up,
shrink in size and the first thing

you knew the water +.41A.1ii 'sneaking out of the basin t•it• •
or whatever
It was a simple rrY
however, to go to the
tint
and get another one There •
‘:
find a counter display Rill oi
glass-partitioned bins
holding a supply of a par:e
size of rubber stoppers
They'd have them in all siz•
•
from the size of your little
up to two-inches or more
for the larger drains.
Once you picked out ttifstopper you needed and pa.:
few cents charged for it it t,,-

. plugs To contain the
!ie basin — which it
• trouble doing of late
:pfl one of those little
bs between the faucets.
'7.etal plug seats.' snugly
• e drain no problem. If it
' the water sneaks out
re finished with it.
the little stob has a small.
.7.ded top on it That is.
;
You can grip it easily
to fingers — provided
aren't soapy and slick.
•
it hard to hold on to.
tion is to pull the metal
into the drain and hold
• water so you'll have
which to wash your face.
or float your rubber

r

'ne little stob behind the
pushed back down, this
some sort of Rube
f,ntraption down under
and well back out of
'nee this goes into motion.
drain plug springs upagitin and the water is per.
out of the basin.
drain pipes are clear of
hair, grass clippings,
tinelxing gum, plastic.
, .:71at•t lens and the like, the
will gush out of the
soft gurgle.
•.r-7ttly proves once again
• scientific theory that
.,t naturally flows
—(1 If it is slow to leave the
• ips a good snort of Li•.•!. I:, in order.
t.isdr, the tub also :.ds
.:iose mysterious a!
associated with It I
,•,•hat holds the water
1' works.
• p.ssri down- a a II"
..:.,idget and the ci7
,•loses — down
sight somewhere
i• and drain the tultl-.e little lever up
• water swirls out in a
.:.t:ng-to-watch 'Mit-

Letters To The Editor

Progress reported on Main
Dear editor;
Recently, a need has been expressed by teenagers in MurrayCalloway County to have a place
to "hang out" that provides a
wholesome atmosphere. The
"thing to do" is to hang out, to find
a common meeting place to be with
friends and to have a good time. A
group of concerned people have
joined together to provide such a
place — Main Street Youth Center.
Main Street will provide recreation and entertainment such as arcade games, pool tables, ping
pong tables, big screen TX. for
selected videos, snack bar, and
other assorted games in a safe,

wholesome atmosphere: Wt. ::••
excited about the potential a pi,: •
such as this can have for el,.
teenagers.
Much support has come fr-;
local businesses and individ!:.•:Funds raised so far have allo‘k •
us to enter into lease negotiatm
on a building located on Fur':
Street just off the square. In add:
tion to negotiating the lease th•Board of Trustees will oversee t
Youth Center, be responsil-•Ie
ongoing fund raising, and serve .
liason between the Center and '•
coMmunity.
Any questions about the Cen,,,
can be directed to any mernItei:

. • •
:r. Ine basin and
the tub — are fine as
\A ork. I accept the
.:'volved in both just as
tritity. I don't know
•:.k.ity works, either. hut
it dues.
'
though, when I try to
'he project involved
become necessary to
•—•:et. the drain in the basin
:tt .n the bathtub repaired
•ed
sre iThrl Steele with a
n]er: tearing into those'ern hold water
: better. I know There's
: simple way toimake and
- t-toth water-tight. There
:s. but you'd better have
ailet handy if you want to
it's done
• • •
t • hat: a pretty good
A it
those little rubber
• the t.rd of the chains
ater real well unould harden and
-

Local support made Summer
Dear editor;
The Murray Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and
Leadership Murray Alumni say
THANKS to all of you for your
donations which made for a very
successful series of tours and ice
cream socials for parents on Murray State University Campus for
Summer "0" 1987:
Dairy Queen. Pagliai's Pizza,
Twin Lakes Office Products, East
Side Gulf, Coca Cola Bottling
Company, Murray Calloway County Transit, First Methodist
Church, University Church of
Christ. Westside Baptist Church.
St. Leo's Catholic Church, WardElkins. Annette Alexander, Judy
Stahler, Fred and Sharon Wells.
Shirley and Charles Homra, Ella
Mae Quertermous, Sarah B. Duncan, Della Boggess. Sue Morris,

Response lauded
Dear Editor:
I live in a neighborhood that
sees no evil, hears no evil and says
no evil.
But thanks to Ryan Milk
associates who responded to a
trailer fire Thursday. They saved
my two daughters out of what
could have been much worse if it
were not for their quick action.
The associates used a portable fire
extinguisher and called the fire
department.
I believe Murray needs more
people like them,
Thank you Ryan Milk
associates.
Sincerely,

•

'. Garrott

Linda J. Graves
512 N. First St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Olivia Marshall. Mrs
Sparks, Sarah Bryant. John I:.
Scott, Mona Boggess. Z 100II..b•
Murray Calloway County PH -:
First Baptist Church, Sdenth a:
Poplar Church of Christ.
manuel Lutheran CharH
Presbyterian Church. Mein ,'
Baptist Church. Christian

matter to
, ta the
and
business Hap.e‘/14 stopper in the
Total 'ost" It
• ttett- more than tiO•

Looking Back
Thin.) years ago
Kentucky Highway Departr. •
has completed paving of road :
Murray Country Club from
lege Farm Road to NI‘c.:,
Highway.
Recent births reported
ray Hospital include a girt
and Mrs. George Fuqua and a
to Mr. and Mrs. Neale Mason. •
Mr. and Mrs. Dick
son, Tommy. of Bartic--.
Okla., have been the guests • • aunt, Mrs. Mayme Randolpi-,
his cousin. Preston TyHoll,•
CallowAy County 4,11
members won honors for t•\-,:• at Marshall County Fair. rier,,.
Forty years sgo
Dale Todd, 16, son of 11t:
Mrs. L.D. Todd. drowned
day while swimming in \N !;.•,
Creek area of Kentucky Lak,
Lt. jg I Pat Trevathan ••, •
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Murray, is serving on SS
Creek with U.S. Maritime se•
out of New York.
Ola Mae Cathey and
Alvin Harrell were married '
25 at Memorial Baptist Chw
Mrs. R.M. Mason reVit'A I'd •
book. "Inside•.C.S.A." by H• •
Gunther at a meeting of Maga,.,7
Club at home of Mrs P
Scherffius.
r

•

some of the rubber
hauls among the
,
,1* his plAce
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Coming community events are announced
Tuesday, July 28

Tuesday. July 28

Memorial Baptist Church Puppets will present a program at 730
p.m. at Kenlake State Park.
- -Ninth meeting of Summer Youth
Series of West Kentucky will be at
7:30 p.m. at Central Church of
Christ, Paducah.
-- -Vacation Bible School will be at
7:30 p.m. at West Murray Church
of Christ.

"Youth Explosion" will be at 7
p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church.
- - -Lyndia Cochran Dance and
Gymnastic Studio will have
"Gymnastics Observance Day"
from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. Parents and
new students invited to visit the
studio.
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
---Kirksey Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School at 6

BARGAIN MATINEE
Cheri-Daily
Cine-Sat. & Sun.

p.m.
Alzheimer's Support Group will
have a discussion meeting at 4:30

e '53-0881

.

p.m. in private dining room of
Murray -Calloway County

CENTRAL
CENTER

Its easy money.

ADVENTURES IN
BABYSITTING (PG

7:00
ONLY

Murray Moose Lodge Officers
will meet at 7 p.m.

5:15

- --Scouts on Tour will present a full
performance at 8 p.m. at Kenlake
State Park.
---Revelation Seminar will be at 7

t -

am.
•Den Aykrool *Torn Hanks

Mark Harmon
SUMMER
SCHOOL (PG-13)

p.m. at Holiday Inn. For information call 753-3589 or 753-0835.

7:IS
L IS

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---Murray Lions Club will meet at

753 3314 1008 CHESTNUT'

Superman IV

6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensiblyi Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center.
---Kirksey United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 7 p.m.
---Dance with music by Bill James
and Wonder Band will be at 7:30
p.m. at Lynn Grove Roller Rink.
----

1 3111
5 IS
7 10
00

1 30
3 SS
7 Le

JAWS
THE REVENGE PG

is

SNOW WHITE
and the Seven Dwarfs
(0)

9 15

I 30
3 15
04.1
14 43

-NEW ARR1V ALSTHE COLOR PURPLE • HANNAH IL
HER SISTERS • LITTLE SHOP OF
HORRORS • MORNING AFTER
L.•
41.•••• 10 p.m. Swro 1 p.m 10 p

Wednesday, July 29
Free commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m. to 3:30

OVIES TO 60

p.m. at County Road Department,
East Sycamore Street.

Cher: Theatre Lobby

Italian
Spaghetti Special

Vi ednesdsty, July 29
Kirksey United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 7 p.m.
---Kirksey Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School at 6
p.m.
Owens Chapel Baptist Church
will have Vacation Bible School at
9:30 a.m.
- - -South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will have Vacation Bible School at 9 a.m. - -. -West Murray Church of Christ
will have Vacation Bible School at
7:30 p.m.
---"Youth Explosion" will be at 7
p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church.
---National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
---Health Express of MurrayCalloway County _A
v ..tal will be
at J8rJ
cON"a.t Buchanan,
Tenn.,: t-.P;
. - to 11 a.m., and dt
New Providence Church of Christ
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

---Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
---Free Junior Golf Clinic will be at
Murray Country Club. This will be
for club members.
---Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
---Scouts on Tour will present a full
performance at 8 p.m. at Lake
Barkley State Park.
---Summer Showcase will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables, CUITIS Center, Murray

State University.
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will
play golf at 9 a.m. and bridge at
9:30 a.m.
---Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m.
---Choir rehearsal will be at 6:30
p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church.
---Events at First Baptist Church

$11 49

ONLY
With Garlic Bread
Inside Dining Only

99 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
•wmr•rnmng
..1911.4111f.•

i_VT11.11

,
SU
MM
ER
FOOD SPECIALS
$

Sausage

lb

Wheelers Country
Made at Lynnville
$

Sausage

lb.

Small Meaty
$

Pork Ribs

1 79
1 99

$

Limas

20 Lb. Box

by Roman

1 ...,99
A

Purple Hull

99

Peas

20 Lb Box

Speckled

Butter Beans

$ 1c
%if

$

99

201b

box

91199
1

Blackeyed

Peas

20 Lb Box

100% Quarter Pounders

Ground Beef
Patties 14 lb box

$

$ 1R
V

99

1946

753-6798

Then it's time you looked into Diet Center.
Because Diet Center really works. Already, over four million men,
women and children have lost weight and have learned how to
keep it off at Diet Center.
Our program is based on sound nutrition and private, daily
counseling. There are no shots, drugs or expensive pre-packaged
foods to buy either.
Thanks to Diet Center, you can feel better and be more selfconfident than ever before.. especially after you see how really
good a look into the mirror can make you feel.

CALL US TODAY for a FREE
introductory consultation

- Wholesale & Retail Meat

Diet Hours.
M-F 7.30-12:30, 2:30-5700; Sat 10:00-Noon

GIBSON HAM CO.
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Southside Shopping Center

DO YOU WALK BY MIRRORS
WITHOUT LOOKING?

20 Lb Box
$

Limas

The
Treasure
House
of Gifts

A Great Family Tradition

Ford Hook

Phone 753-1601
107 N. 3rd St

-11
.01(101111.

lb

Baby

,

Thursday Group of Ladies' Tennis of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, July 30, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows:
Court One - Lois Keller, Rainey Apperson, Shirley Homra and Cydni
Cohoon; Court Two - Brenda Marquardt, Donna Keller, Wilda Purdom
and Nancy Whitmer; Court Three - Bobbie Weatherly, Frances
Hulse,
Sharon Wells and Marilyn -Adkins.

CollectIble Creche

7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray

'I.

1210 Johnson Blvd.

THE IS51

Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Educational
Building of First United Methodist
Church. For information call Martha at 759.490 or Glen at 435.4143.
---Scouts on Tour will give a
preview at Hillman Ferry Campground in Land Between the
Lakes and a full performance at 8
p.m. at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
---Revelation Seminar will be at 7
p.m. at Holiday Inn. For information call 753-35889 or 753-0835.
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WEIGHT-tOSS
PROGRAM YOU It MR MEW

Beckett Dr., Murray; Hugh D.
Raspberry, Rt. 2, Hazel.
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Saturday, July 25.
No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Dorothy S. Wagoner, K6,
Southside Manor, Murray; Harold
D. Jones, Rt. 1, Box 626, Dexter;
James C. Tharpe, Rt. 2, Box 338,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Juanita L.
Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter;
William H. Roberts, Rt. 5, Box
54, Murray; Terry H. Lawrence,
1503 Belmonte, Murray;
Mrs. Frances M. Kirkland, Box
53, Hazel; Virgil N. Gibbs, Rt. 2,
Box 192, Murray; Virgil White,
1405 Story, Murray;
Mahlon D. Frizzell, 419 South
Ninth St., Murray; Mrs. Hazel P.
Locke, 843 Hurt Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Opal R. Emerine, 104 South
15th St., Murray; Mrs. Margaret
D. Hughes, Box 194 Puryear,
Tenn.

Frances Drake
FtlK WEDNESDAY,JULY 29, 1987
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.2.1 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 2:3 to Nov.21)
Delays in getting things done
You may feel a money crunch, but
during working hours may mean you're able to take steps
today to
some catching up to do later. Some improve income and status.
Don't sell
begin to make schiiol plans. Timing is yourself short.
Perserverance wins
excellent tonight.
out.
TAURUS
SAGITTARRS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
YIP (Nov.22(0 Dec.21)
Though some romantic problems
Once you talk things over with
could arise now, you're able to state advisers, you'll find a business
situayour case effectively. You get the tion more to Your liking.
A higher-up,
green light to go ahead with a however, still remains a bit
unpredomestic plan.
dictable.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 2(I)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Though a partner has some objecA lack of self-confidence is shorttions to a plan of yours, you're able to lived. Evening brings you a
better
bring them around to your way of perspective for your problems.
A
thinking later in the day. Accent partner is a good sounding board
for
teamwork.
YOU.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to -July 22)
)
41E (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
At first a work worry gels you
Though one door seems blocked
down, but you're able to rebound and financially, another one opens
before
take decisive steps towards accom- the day is through. Evening
hours
plishment. You're very persuasive find you making important plans
with
this evening.
close ties.
LEO
c
ot PISCES
sae
(July 2:3 to Aug.22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Perhaps you don't have as much
For a while it looks like business
money at your immediate disposal as will interfere with your personal life,
you'd like to have, but you still can but you will find time for happy
have a wonderful time on a date. moments and also to achieve a
career
Move forward.
ambition.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept_ 22)
IF BORN TODAY; you have a
A'home problem is not as difficult genuine interest in public
service,
as you perceive. Evening hours find though you are often quite
indepenyou making progress towards a dent in outlook. Nervous
and highsolution Your intellect shims in talks strung, you are also highly
inventive.
with friends
/
In creative areas, your work is often
LIBRA
ahead of its times. You have an
(Sept. 2:3 to out 22)
interest in reform and may be drawn
Keeping things bottled inside to government service.
At times, a
makes them seem worse than they desire for the limelight can
be all
are. Once you open up, it becomes consuming, though you
have enough
clear how you FUUtil act. Keep busi- genuine ability to
achieve a high
ness talks private
place through talent and application.
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9:30 a.m.

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will host a reception
on Monday, Aug. 3, at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center, Muray, in
honor of Frank Hatfield, newly elected executive director of Kentucky
Retired Teachers Association, and recently retired teachers from city,
county and university. Hatfield is the former school suprintendent of
Bullitt County Schools. He states that he is excited about the opportunity
to work toward the continuing progress of the Kentucky Retired
Teachers Association. All retired teachers are urged to attend to meet
Hatfield.

The

Thursday,July 30
Lakeside Singers will perform
at 8 p.m. at Kenlake State Park
---AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center at Benton. For information call 753-0061, 762.3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663
---Summer Showcase will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
---Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
am. at First Baptist Church.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Children's Day
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Skywalk at 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. and Magic of the Night
at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.

Babies, dismissals listed

Tennis play Thursday

269

Pi

Thursday,July 30
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will have Vacation Bible School at 9 a.m.
---Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Central Shopping Center, Murray, from 9 to 1130 a.m. and Ito 3

Thursday, July 30
Free commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. at County Road Department,
East Sycamore Street.
Two newborn admissions and
---dismissals
at Murray-Calloway
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and County Hospital for Friday, July
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to 24, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Newsome baby girl, parents,
---Junior Golf Tournament will be Deborah and Hov.-ad, Rt. 5, Box
312, Mayfield;
at Murray Country Club.
Melton baby girl, parents. Lori
---and
Ricky, 1625 Sunset Blvd.,
Men's Stag Night will be at Oaks
Country Club with Bill Robetts, Murray.
Dismissals
Purdom Lovett, Terry Turner and
Mrs.
Joan
B. Billington, Box 422,
Bob LaMastus in charge.
Murray; Miss Julie Duncan and
---Kirksey United Methodist baby boy, 506 North Fifth St.,
Church will have Vacation Bible Murray;
Mrs. Laura S. Decker and baby
School at 7 p.m.
boy,
Rt. 1, Box 24.C, Almo; Mar---West Murray Church of Christ vin L. Barrow Jr., Rt. 2, Box 176,
will have Vacation Bible School at Dover, Tenn.;
Brooks R. Windsor, Rt. 7, Box
7:30 p.m.
483,
Murray; Mrs. Patricia L.
---Tharpe,
409 Ii-van St., Paris,
"Youth Explosion" will be at 7
Tenn.;
p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church.
Joe P. Thornton, Rt. 2, Box 340a,
_ _t _
Murray;
Mrs. Sallie S. Lawrence,
National Boy Scout Museum will
1503
Belmont,
Murray;
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Mrs. Novie D. Paschall, Rt. 7,
---Kirksey Baptist Church. will Box 412, Murray; Miss Christine
have Vacation Bible School at 6 M. Thurman, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray;
p.m.
Mrs. Jane M. Grimes, 1525
Owens Chapel Baptist Church
will have Vacation Bible School at

Teachers to honor Hatfield

Free Refills On Drinks

B & B Country Smoked

p.m. at The Homeplace-1850; LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
----

DATEBOOK

Salad 59 Extra

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You can't eat this well at home for this price.

Wednesday,July 29
will e Bible Study at 10.30 a.m.;
Youth supper at 6 p.m. and youth
fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; prayer
meeting at 6:45 p.m.
---Events of First United
Methodist Church will be Cove.
nant Prayer Group at 10 a.m. and
Council on Ministries at Wesley
Foundation at 6 p.m.
- --Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will be prayer meeting and
youth Bible study at 7 p.m. and
sanctuary choir at 8 p.m.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Quota Hunt application deadline today; Skywalk
at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and Magic of
the Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30

IN•mes10

Coupon Good For

All Day Pass
Good Thru
1987 Season
Monday -Friday

Call for Group Rates 362-9091
Void on any other promotion
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Professional inspection should precede commitment on buying house

By ANDY LANG
is unlikely to change much over
AP Newsfeatures
time.
What you don't want are major
When you contemplate buying
an existing house I as real estate repair costs. One way to avoid
people call a house that has been them is to have a house inspection
lived in you risk the possibility of made by a professional before you
having to make repairs to it within make a final commitment. There
are individuals who perform the
a year or two of moving in.
Which is not surprising, because service and many companies that
you usually can buy an existing do it throughout the United States.
house cheaper than if it were new.
How to be your own house inYou get the advantage of land- spector is explained in Alfred H.
scaping and other improvements Daniel's book, "The Home Inspecmade by the previous owner or tion Manual." As he puts it, the
owners. And you often can get into book "was born of the need to
an established neighborhood that educate the prospective home

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

buyer."
Before inspecting the house of
your choice, call the real estate
agent or the seller if the house is
being sold by the owner and make
a daytime appointment to revisit
the house, explaining that you
wish to inspect personally before
buying.
No part of the house is left out of
the suggested inspection points. So
numerous are the recommended
places to check and the details to
be looked into that it probably
would take more than a single day
to complete the job. But better too
many suggested trouble spots than
not enough. And you can choose
those you are most interested in.
A checklist near the end of the
book contains a special rating
system for the various features of

the house. For instance, X stands
for something that exists, 0 for
something that doesn't, A for
satisfactory, B for anything that
needs routine attention, C for
anything that requires special attention and NA for Not Applicable
Parts in disrepair often are outside the house as well as inside
Where to look? The recommendation is to inspect the siding. the
windows, gutters, downspouts,
roof, vats, gable ends, porches,
railings, walks, buildings and
their components a d
landscaping.
Try to figure out what wjll have
to be replaced when an
you
move in. When there appea to be
a serious structural defect tlFaT
makes you wonder but doesn't
necessarily change your mind

about buying, Daniel recommends
negotiating with the seller for a
corresponding reduction in the
asking price to pay for fixing the
defect.
Whether you do your own home
inspection or hire a professional,
know ahead of time that you are
not going to encounter the
"perfect" house. There will
always be something wrong: most
of the time, there will be many
things wrong. What you will have
to do is to weigh the problems
against the probable cost of solving them.
Make a distinction between
something that really must be fixed and something that you merely
want to change because you don't
like it the way it looks or have an
idea of how it can be improved to

•
suit your own tastes And if you
make a deal with the seller to pay
for the cost of fixing something, be
sure to put it in writing
"The Home Inspection
Manual," Garden Way, Storey
Communications, Schoolhouse
Road, Pownal, VT 05261
Do-it-yourselfers will find
much helpful information in Andy
Lang's handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs," which can be obtained by sending $2 to this paper
at Box 5, Teaneck, NJ 07666.1

Home repair questions answered
you put down plywood or hardBy ANDY LANG
board underlayment and then
AP Newsfeatures
placed the tiles on top of that. Both
Q. — I have wiring to do and
plywood and hardboard comes in
planned on using aluminum wiring. But I just read it is barred in 4-by-4 sheets that are easier to
most areas. What can you tell me
handle than the 4-by-8 sheets.
about this?
Before installing the underlayA. — Yes, aluminum wiring is
ment, make sure there are no proconsidered in most areas to be
truding nailheads or other imhazardous, especially when handlperfections that may interfere
ed by inexperienced persons. with the new covering.
You'd better not go ahead with
Q. — There is mildew on the,
such wiring until you check with
wooden siding on the north side of
local authorities to determine our house. Why is it only on the one
what the regulations are. Certain side and what can I do about it?
places that have specially
A. — The north side of the house
designated outlets and switches usually gets less sun and so stays
permit some kinds of aluminum
wettest the longest. Check to see
wire installations, but usually by
whether any shrubbery or other
professionals only.
growing matter is blocking the sun
Q. — The old plaster on the walls from hitting your house. Mildew
$*
4,1
PLAN
of our house is crumbling in cer- comes from dampness — and
tain spots. I would like to replace
dampness is caused by lack of venWITH A STRIKING EXTERIOR, this four-bedroom contemeverything with some kind of tilation and lack of sun, assuming
porary is designed for a sloping lot and allows for a garage in the
wallboard, probably gypsum
that you are certain the trouble is
basement. Plan HA1387A has 1.560 square feet on the first floor
board. Must gypsum board be atnot caused by a leak or something
and 485 on the second. For more information write — enclosing a
tached directly to the studs?
similar.
stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Jerold L. Axelrod,
A. — Yes. Otherwise the life of
Q. — One of the things I have en2500 New York Ave.. Melville, NY 11747.
the new walls will depend on the
countered in woodworking is the
life of the damaged plaster tendency of the wood
to split when
underneath. If the boards are atplaning the end grain. I know
tached firmly to the studding, the
BOBBY WOLFF
about planing from the edges to
chances of any later trouble are
the center, but splitting still ocvery small.
curs. Is there something I do not
"It's the job that's never started as
Q. — I plan to refinish an old
know?
NORTH
7-28-A
takes longest to finish."
bedroom bureau. I have finished
A. — One of the ways to keep the
4 A 10 7 3
some
furniture but never had to
—
Tolkien.
•J 54
corners of end grain from splitting
remove the old finish. In this case, or otherwise splinter
•A Q
ing is to place
there appear to be several coats of two pieces of scrap
•K 10 8 7
wood
on both
South got part of the job done
varnish on the bureau. If I use a sides of the work and
WEST
clamp the
EAST
with an avoidance play, finessing
varnish remover, will I have to
whole thing together. Then, as you
•J 9 6 2
into West. Unfortunately South's •A Q 9 8 2
bleach the wood before I apply a plane, whatever damage
•73
takes
failure to look ahead put him in a •K 105
new finish?
•J 9 8 3 2
place will be on the scrap wood
bad position when the finesse didn't 4 Q 5 3
A. — Don't make a decision until rather than the
+42
piece being
win.
you have stripped off the old var- planed.
SOUTH
Dummy's heart jack won the first
nish. If traces of color remain on
Q. — Our garage door has a loss
•K Q 5
trick and dummy's club king was
the wood and will not come off of some tension in the
•K 106
big spring
cashed. Next, dummy's club seven
with some light sanding, bleaching on one side. The springs
•7 6 4
on the
was passed fot a losing finesse to
may be necessary so the new
4 A J 96
door are of the adjustable type, or
West's queen.
finish will "take" properly. If the so we were told when
the overhead
The finesse against East was a Vulnerable: North-South
bare wood appears to be in good system was installed.
Dealer:
South
Is. there
well-reasoned play. South could
shape, bleaching will not be need- some special way
The bidding:
the
springs
can
hardly afford to lose to the club
ed. However, some professional be tightened.
South
queen with East, since a heart reWest
North
East
wood finishers believe bleaching
A. — Yes, but the procedure is
1•
1+
turn would then beat the game be- 1
Pass
helps to prepare the wood for an tricky and can result
in an injury if
1
NT
Pass
3 NT
fore declarer got started.
All pass even application of the new finish.
there is the slightest error. A sprWest now made the diabolical reQ. — I have put up walls in our ing that needs adjusting requires
Opening lead: Heart eight
turn of the diamond 10, daring South
attic and now want to install a the services of a professi
onal or
to take a finesse. Since South still
floor covered with resilient floor somebody who has had
BID WITH THE ACES
some exhad a fair chance to win four spade
tiles. There is an unfinished floor perience with spring-t
ype doors.
7-2813
tricks, he refused to finesse in diathere now. Can I put the tiles right
Q.
—
There
is
a
South
hot
water
holds:
coil atmonds, and it was a mistake. He
over it?
tached to our furnace for heating
managed to win only eight tricks,
A. — It can be done if the old
48 4
water. Lately, the water doesn't
and the defense collected a plus
floor is in good condition. But you stay hot very long
•A Q 9 8 2
and the
score. .
probably would get a better job if pressure in the hot water
•K 105
pipes
South had the right idea in his
4Q 5 3
play but he didn't go far enough. After dummy's heart jack wins, South North South
should cash three rounds of spades. 1+
2•
When they fail to break. South takes 2 NT
his avoidance finesse and loses to
the queen of clubs as before. How- ANSWER: Three no-trump. Should
Let us install continuous seamless
ever, if West now leads the diamond be the best game available since no
Reynolds Aluminum gutters formed to
10, South knows what to do. Since eight-card
major-suit
fit
is
the game will fail without the fi- apparent.
fit your home on our special equipment.
nesse, South puts in the diamond Send bridge questions
to The Aces, P0 Box
queen while holding his breath, and 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
instead of down one, South has his stamped envelope for reply
copyright. 1917, United Feature Syndicate
ninth trick.
ASK FOR A FRE
ESTTMATE ON
01:R HIGH30"SELF-CLEANING
QUALITY
GUTTERS AND
ELECTRIC RANGE
DOWN SPOUTS AS
WELL AS OTHER
REYNOLDS
BUILDING
PRODUCTS

seems very low. There is no trouble in the cold water line. Is the
coil likely to be the cause of the
trouble?
A. — Probably. It seems to be a
case of a clogged coil that needs
replacement. But only an examination will disclose that for
certain. A plumber or heating expert can determine fairly quickly
whether that's the case
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ASPHALT PAVING
• Streets
• Roadways

• Shopping Centers
• Parking Lots
• Residential
Subdivisions

FREE ESTIMATES

362-8661
ASPHALT PLANTS IN
PADUCAH-MAYFIELD-LAKE

an

What's So Good About This Life?
Cars, homes, boats, bikes, clothes. TVs, VCRs,
books, an education, food, friends, stereos. What
are they worth? If you lost them, what would you
be worth? Are these things the substance of life?
Is there anything more?
Tonight, a group of disciples will come
together and study "Our Physical and
Spiritual Blessings." We ask you to join us at
7:30, at Doran Road & Holiday Drive.

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.Cash &Sale
Carry
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

Ends
Monday

Visa-MC-Discover

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"
Chamberlain
1/4 H . P.

Garage
Door Opener

Metal
Insulated
Door Unit

'109'
9

$9999

Lomanco

Roof
Vents

Single Lever

Kitchen Faucet
with Spray

$649. $2295
00 1 00

•tto,moi
•

Yee.. tease,
neweasla,

(All aspects of installing
resilient floor tiles are covered in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Installing
Resilient Tiles," which can be obtained by sending 50 cents and a
long, stamped, selfaddressed
envelope to KnowHow, P.O. Box
477, Huntington. NY 11743. Questions of general interest will be
answered in the column.

GRAND
RIVERS,
KY.

Residential/Commerical

,,••••••••

Starting
As Low As

*Vinyl and Aluminum Siding *Shutters
*Replacement Windows
*Columns
*Storm Windows and Doors
*Canopies and Awnings

$350°

We Service What We Sell'

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
i Nest to Cain s AMC Jeeni

Hwy. 641 North
7A-1505

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
802
Chestnut St., Murray

Sherwood Oak

Paneling

Garden
Hose
80 x 5/8

'839sh„,

Business: (502) 753-8181
Home: (502) 753-0834

.

-Yertemenawagrat11.11.1111,0.111100111W

$9
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'Heady' play

Interviews, visits planned

Murray State narrows
A.D. hopefuls to five

Local tourneys should
take preflikhted route

Five finalists for director of
athletics at Murray State University have been scheduled to visit
the campus for interviews over the
next two weeks.
An 11-member screening committee selected the finalists following a review of 57 applications for
the position. Dr. David W. Perrin,
vice president for university relations and development, identified
these finalists:
'Chester G. Caddas, 51, administrative assistant for football
to the athletic director at Purdue
University since 1982. Formerly of
Martin, Tenn., Caddas is a 1957
Murray State graduate and played
football for the Racers. He earned
a master's degree at Indiana
University. His football coaching
experience includes area high
schools, Vanderbilt, University of
Pacific, where he was head coach
for eight years, Colorado State and
Purdue. He is married to the
former Bette Carole Cotham of
Murray, a 1956 Murray State
graduate.
*Dr. Gayle P. Hopkins, assistant
athletic director for student-athlete
services at the University of

Clay
Court
By Clay
Walker
Sports Editor

How many strokes L an you
knock off your golf game in a day?
Two strokes? Three? Seven?
Ten?
How about 14?
No way? Well take a glance at
some of the higher flight winners
at Murray Country Club's Murray
Invitational Sunday. And if you
think that's a fluke. just look at
last weekend's Oaks Invitational.
Either Jack Nicklaus's new instructional video is worth every
penny or some local linksters care
more about a new set of irons than
any shred of dignity they might
have once had.
The whole point of flighted tournaments is to divide the really
good, good. mediocre and poor
golfers so that everyone has a
chance to win. Lately, only the
really good and really spineless
golfers have a shot.
As a matter of fact they seem to
have one shot to every two or three
they had in the opening round.
No one believes that there are
many players who intentionally
fall into the fourth and fifth flights.
but one golfer is all it takes to rid
someone of a shot at the title
"I think that if everyone went
out there, knowing that he had a
chance ot win his flight, everyone
would be happier." Murray Country Club golf pro Lynn Sullivan
said.
''Ninety percent of your golfers
don't do it that way,' Charlie
Hargrove, pro at the Oaks, says.
"But 10 percent think they have to
win a prize and when those 10 per-cent play. they're going to win
something."
Golf tournaments sometimes
have a 10 percent cutoff. Anyone
improving on the leader of his
flight's score by more than 10 percent will be moved up a flight.
The Oaks and Murray country
clubs use a 10 percent cutoff, but
not even that can prevent
cheating.
Sullivan. one of the directors of
the Invitational, knows most of the
local golfers pretty well and
doesn't think any of them were
just out playing for a prize over
the weekend. They are.just erratic
golfers.
Sullivan says. however, that a
10-shot turnaround is "taking it ta
the extreme."
"Ten should be the biggest turnaround... at the most," Hargrove
said.
Some tournaments have their
flights drawn up before hand, but
the players are kept in the dark
until afterwards.
This system .works as far as
eliminating the 'sandbaggers, but
doesn't give the middle-score
golffirs any sort of a goal.
A preflighted tournament seems
to be the best answer. But a tournament still would need fair handicaps and several local clubs outside of the county don't keep a
close tab on them.
-Opening a tournament to Kentucky golfers with handicaps certified by the Kentucky Golf
Association is the best solution.
"It's the most fair and most efficient way of running a tournament," Sullivan says. "I think that
(Cont'd on page 7)

Mike Bomarito heads a ball into the lower right corner of the goal as Mike Ruccio comes out to defend.
Bomarito and Ruccio were participating in last week's Calloway County High School Soccer Camp. Soccer is
the hot item these days as MHS began tryouts yesterday and CCHS starts next week. staff photo
%siker

Arizona since 1983. Hopkins, a
member of the U.S. track and field
team at the Tokyo Olympics in
1964, has also taught at both the
high school and college levels. He
earned the B.A. at the University
of Arizona where he is a member
of the Hall of Fame,the M.A. at San
Francisco State University and the
Ph.D. in educational administration at the Claremont (Calif. )
Graduate School. Hopkins worked
a year with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture in Washington, D.C.,
on a fellowship awarded by the
American Council on Education.
*Danny G. Monk. 45, associate
athletic director at Virginia Tech
for the past year and a former fouryear assistant athletic director at
Furman University. He was a foursport letterman — in basketball,
golf, tennis and track — as an
undergraduate at Roanoke College
in Salem, Va. He earned a master's
degree at the University of South
Carolina where he also served as
assistant basketball coach.
*Michael D. Strickland, 40,
associate athletic director since
1983 at Wichita State University.
((ont'd on page 7)

Twins demonstrate strength, L.A. 'hangs in there' for win
American
.Asaociated Press

In one action-packed inning the
Minnesota Twins demonstrated
why they are first in the American
League West.
Seattle starter Mark Langston
took a two-hitter and a 3-0 lead into
the top of the ninth inning Monday
night against the Twins at the
Kingdome.
Greg Gagne led off with a single
and Dan Gladden followed with a
walk. Steve L,ombardozzi then tied
the game with his fourth home run
of the season, a drive deep over
the center-field fence.
Edwin Nunez replaced Langston

and got Kirby Puckett to fly out.
Gary Gaetti then gave the Twins a
4-3 victory when he hit his 20th
home run of the season.
"He's (Nunez) a power pitcher,
and came right at me," Gaetti
said. "I was expecting a fastball
and got just that."
Minnesota starter Frank Viola,
11-6, allowed six hits and struck
out seven in eight innings before
Jeff Reardon came on to get his
21st save.
"It's nice to get one of these
once in a while," Viola said. "We
battled, didn't give up, and got the
win."
The Mariners didn't give up
either.
With two outs in the bottom of
the ninth, catcher Dave Valle
doubled and Luis Quinones followed with a single to center, but

Puckett made a strong throw to
nail Valle at the plate and end the
game.
t4When he hit it, Valle froze,"
Puckett said. "I came hard, and
made a good throw right on a line
to get Valle at home. I couldn't
believe they sent him."
"I had no hesitation sending
Valle on the play,- Mariners third
base coach Ozzie Virgil said. "The
ball was hit hard, and Puckett
needed a perfect throw to get him
out."
Seattle Manager Dick Williams
said he considered sending in a
pinch runner for Valle.
"It would have been Mike
Kingery, and that would have
made it two steps closer. but Valle
was out by four steps," Williams
said.
The victory kept the Twins two

games ahead of second-place
Oakland and 411 ahead of California, Kansas City and Texas.
Harold Reynolds gave Seattle a
1-0 lead in the third inning with a
home run just over the left-field
wall. It was the first homer of the
season for Reynolds, who has hit
only two in 320 major league
games. The Mariners added two
runs in the sixth on Jim Presley's
16th home run of the year, a tworun shot to right.
Tigers 4, White Sox 1
Bill Madlock's eighth-inning
single scored Tom Brookens with
the tie-breaking run and Frank
Tanana scattered seven hits as
Detroit beat Chicago at Tiger
Stadium and moved within a half
game of New York in the AL East.
With the score tied 1-1, Brookens
singled to lead off the eighth, Lou
Whitaker followed with a single
and Madlock singled and took second on the throw home. After an
intentional walk to Kirk Gibson
loaded the bases, reliever Bobby
Thigpen came on and Alan Trammell hit a two-run single.
Tanana, 10-7, struck out nine
and walked one en route to his
fourth complete game. "We've

Bluegrass Downs prepared for opening
By The Associated Press

PADUCAH, Ky — Horse owners
and trainers preparing for Thursday's opening of Bluegrass Downs
say they are pleased with the improved quarter horse track and
nearby horse park.
"They're doing a super job on
this place. They're really going all
out." said Barry Tritle. assistant
trainer for Miller Racing Stables,
as he robbed down Watch This
One, one of 28 horses Miller has at
the park.
"Anything you want you just
have to ask. And there are more
people trying to come in to stable
horses ) all the time."
The animals are stabled at
Paducah Horse Park, which is adjacent to but owned separately
from the track.
The meet at Bluegrass Downs,
the state's only pari-mutuel
quarter horse track, will run Tuesday. Thursday. Friday and Saturday evenings and in the afternoon
on Sundays and holidays through
Nov. 1.
Coy Stacey, a part owner and
general manager, helped raise
$2.8 million in limited partnerships to recondition the racing surface at the former Paducah
Downs, which went out of business
two months after opening in 1984.
The new owners also corrected
drainage problems, added an in-

door clubhouse and other
amenities.
New barns were built to provide
room for about 800 horses, though
owners have applied for space for
1.200, Stacey said.
A second-floor restaurant with
seating for 190 will be equipped
with television sets at all tables,
linked to a satellite dish receiver.
Stacey said he hopes to eventually show races from other
tracks as far away as Chicago on
the Bluegrass Downs television
system.
"I've already talked to a company that shows the Arlington
Park races Ion satellite from
Chicago." Stacey said. "It's
there, it's getting popular and it
helps the race tracks."
Small tracks like Bluegrass
Downs need the help because their
purses are limited by the nightly
handle, or total amount wagered.
The owners of the Paducah
track are figuring on a $105,000
handle per night, and plan to hold
back seven percent each night for
purses. Stacey said.
But betting on races televised
from elsewhere would increase
the handle and thus, the total
money available to owners
through winnings.
"We're not going to be able to
compete with Churchill Downs,"
Stacey said last week. "But hav-

ing this extra money would help us
to compete with Blue Ribbon
Downs a quarter horse track in
Sallisaw, Okla. I"
Quarter horse racing is
especially popular in the west,
Stacey said, and the Oklahoma
park had 3,500 horses registered
this year.
"So then maybe next year some
of those will be up here to help us
(if purses can be increased),'' he
said.
The Paducah track's owners are
figuring the daily handle based on
an average 1,750 people each performance, betting an average of
$60.
The figures are conservative,
Stacey said, because bettors at
Ellis Park in Henderson, the
closest Kentucky track, wa;er an
average of just over $100 on
thoroughbred races.
All the preparations for this
week's opening were something of
a labor of love for Stacey, who said
he first became interested in racing at tQf..y.e of 12.
"My dad and another
businessman bought an old, bushleague horse and ran it at county
fairs," Stacey said, adding that
both his • -*rents raised show
horses. "But'I never cared for going to the horse shows, I like the
racing aspect."

been scoring late, so I felt I had to
just keep us in the game long
enough," the left-hander said.
Blue Jays 10, Red Sox 8
Rick Leach singled home pinchrunner Willie Upshaw from third
base to snap an eighth-inning tie
as Toronto rallied to beat visiting
Boston.
Trailing 8-7, George Bell singled
with one out in the eighth off
reliever Calvin Schiraldi, 5-5.
Fred MdGriff followed with a
single sending Bell to second and
Jesse Barfield tied the game with
a single to right.
Upshaw came on to run for
McGriff and trotted home on
Leach's single to right. Barfield
later scored on an error for the
Blue Jays' final run.
"It feels really good to get an opportunity to play." Leach said.
"This is the first time since I came
here that I've had an opportunity
to play four games in a row."
Rangers 5, Brewers 4
Mike Stanley doubled in two
runs with one out in the bottom of
the ninth inning as host Texas beat
Milwaukee to reach .500 for first
time since the first week of the
((ont'd on page 7)

Local teams in All-Star events
Staff Report

The Murray-Calloway Junior
Babe Ruth All-Stars ended their
tournament tour with two losses at
the Sub-state level this weekend.
The Murray-Calloway squad fell
to Fern Creek 3-0, on three unearned runs and to Shelby County 12-1,
ending their season.
Murray-Calloway beat Franklin
Simpson 4-3 in the opener, giving
them a 5-2 tournament record.
Monday night action saw a duel
between the Murray-Calloway Bteam and Marshall County A-team
in the Mayfield Little League
Tournament. Murray-Calloway
walked away the winner by a 5-2
score.
Jonathan Reid was the winning
pitcher, allowing just two hits
through four and a third innings
with Mitchell McClain coming in
for the save.
Aaron Pasbrig and Ken Carmode led the Murray-Calloway offense with doubles. McClain, Matt
Dennis. Sdott Downey, Reid and

Darren Gantt added hits for the
winning team.
The Mayfield tourney will continue throughout the week.
Murray's A-team won as well
with a 10-0 rout of Mayfield. Billy
Jack Haskins pitched a no-hitter
with seven strikeouts in four innings. The game was cut short by
the 10-run rule.
Steven Gresham knocked in the
10th run in the bottom of the
fourth. Gresham also had a triple
and single. Jeremy Latimer added
a triple, Wesley Cogdell a double
and single, Mitchell Downey a
double, Haskins a single, Trent
Gibson two singles, Russell Adkins
two singles and Michael Carr and
Adam Grogan a single apiece.
The Murray A-team will face
Marshall County in tonight's
contest.

Local All-Stars
get 12th at state
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The Driver's Edge

thru

November 1

Your Choice,
Pennzoil
10W-30,
or 10W-40

•

— ADMISSION —
$1.00 GRANDSTAND
$2.50 CLUBHOUSE
$1.00 PARKING

GATES

POST TIME 7 P.M.

Sale89°
Fights engine wear
and friction with
additive Z-7 Meets
or exceeds auto
makers' specs 01
1766-0012 0020i

IOW-30
a

TUESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
SUNDAYS
HOLIDAYS

your best bet!

•.

ftr Markrt
Man

jofor

ii

Preen*.

StIlItCp

(_•_'-

Just over 1 mile east off 1-24, exit 4

Call for a quote
Take a minute and compare Allstate
for value You may find we can save
you some money on your home or
auto inaurance Call me today It II
only Lake a minute
Lealej

1:30 P.M.

5024447117

The Murray-Calloway County
Middle Division All-Stars finished
12th in a field of 31 teams at the
State Softball Tournament in
Madisonville last week.
Murray-Calloway won its first
two games, 17-9 and 17-10, before
falling 6-4 and 19-11.
It was the team% first trip to the
Madisonville tournament for girls
12 years old and under.

11.
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Major League Baseball...
((bard from page 8)
Angeles Dodgers a 6-5 victory over
season
the San Francisco Giants
Stanley's hit came off Brewers
Stubbs had reason to be
relief ace Dan Please, 44 But thankful He had failed in his
Plesac walked two batters in the
previous two times at-bat to
ninth, then gave up Stanley's
deliver with a runner in scoring
double.
position. He was 0 for 5 on the
With Milwaukee leading 4-3, night when he led off against
Pete Incaviglia walked to start the
reliever Scott Garreits with his
ninth, but was thrown out at third
14th homer of the season.
trying to advance on Larry Par"It was a rough night for me, but
rish's shallow single to left.
If you hang in there long enough,
Curtis Wilkerson ran for Pargood things will happen," said
rish, who took second on the throw
Stubbs, who ended an 0-for-10
that nailed Incaviglia. Bob
drought by hitting a 1-1 pitch into
Brower pinch hit for Oddibe
the right field seats to extend the
McDowell, and walked as WilkerDodgers' modest winning streak
son stole third and Stanley followto three games. "Even if you're
ed with a double to right center.
0-for-5 in the game, you're last atAthletics 8, Angels 1
bat is what counts."
Dave Stewart won his sixth
The loss, in the only National
straight game with a five-hitter as
League game Monday, snapped a
Oakland beat visiting California.
four-game San Francisco winning
Stewart, 13-7, struck out six and
streak.
walked none in his third complete
Stubbs, who made a rare apgame of the season. "Every win
pearance in the cleanup spot in the
feels great. Eactirone sets a new
batting order due to Mike Marcareer high for me," the rightshall's illness, was on the spot
hander said.
throughout most of the four-hour,
Stewart, in his seventh major
six-minute marathon. Pedro
league season, had never won
Guerrero, with 21 home runs, was
more than nine games before this
pitched around and walked four
year. He was signed by Oakland as
times by the Giants.
a free agent last year after being
"Pete was frustrated that he
released by Philadelphia.
kept walking, and that I couldn't
Oakland had six hits, all singles,
come through," Stubbs said. "I
in a four-run second inning.
know he wasn't mad at me, but
Alfredo Griffin, Luis PoIonia and
I'm sure he was disappointed I
Mark McGwire had RBI singles,
didn't come through with the hit."
with McGwire raising his leagueGuerrero frustrated the
leading RBI total to 82.
Dodgers, however, with a key
fielding error after teammate
Mickey Hatcher put them in front
4-3 with his sixth home run,
leading off the eighth inning
against Craig Lefferts.
"It was a tough ballgame,"
Tom Lasorda was surrounded
Giants Manager Roger Craig said.
by a group of reporters at his desk
"I used pitchers I didn't want to
when a familiar hand suddenly
use."
reached through the crowd and
Tim Crews, making his major
grabbed his. The hand belonged to
league debut for the Dodgers in
Franklin Stubbs.
relief of starter Bob Welch, was
"Thank you for not giving up,
two outs away from his first major
baby," Stubbs told his manager
league victory. But he surafter hitting a 12th-inning home
rendered a one-out single to left
ron Monday night to give the Los
field by Mike Aldrete, who went to

National

Murray State narrows...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Strickland, who served eight years
as assistant city manager of Aiken,
S.C., also has media experience as
a sports columnist and as a radio
sports commentator and color
analyst. He earned a bachelor's
degree at Georgia Southern and the
M.P.A. at the University of
Georgia.
'Joe R. Yates, 35, assistant director of athletics at Louisiana State
University since 1984. A native of
F redonia in Caldwell County, Yates
also has a background in media
relations. He has worked in sports
information at L.SU, the University of Louisville, Wichita State, the
University of Missouri-St. Louis
and Oral Roberts University where
he played basketball and earned a
degree in 1973.

By The Associated Press

He added that he has been
"equally pleased with the work of
the committee in the way it has
conducted the screening and expedited the entire search process."
Dr. Karl Hussung, professor of
chemistry and chairman of the
campus athletic committee, served as screening committee
chairman.

That's
State Farm
insurance."

BASEBALL
ANIXIIJCAN LEAGUE
Cast Diviadas
• L Pct.
4,5
New York
56 40 596 Detroit
57 * 504
4,
Toronto
58 41
586 1
Milwaukee
49 48 506
Boston
46 53 146 13
Baltimore
45 54 686 14
Cleveland
34 64 347 24 8
*est Deviates
• L Pct.
GB
Minnesota
56 445 546 "ialland
52 47 526 2
California
50 50 500 4'
Kansas City
49 49 500 4%
Texas
49 49 500 414
Seattle
47 52 475 7
Chlcagcl
39 57 406 13%
Monday's Games
Detroit 4. Chicago 1
Toronto 10. Boston 8
Texas 5, Milwaukee 4
Oakland 6 California 1
Minnesota 4. Seattle 3
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
KAMM." City ;Cubic= 8.9, at New York
; Rhoden 12-6). 7 30 p m
Baltimore McGregor 2;7; at Cleveland
; Altersteld 0.),, 7 35 p m
Chicago 'Long 5-5 ) at Detroit 'Robinson
6-4', 7 35 p.m
Boston 'Gardner 0-5; at Toronto ;Stich
9-5). 7 36 p.m
Milwaukee 'Bosh, 6-2; at Texan 'Guzman
8-8/. 8 35 pm
California 'Witt 12-6' at Oakland ; Andupiir
3-3). 10 35 p.M.
Minnesota i Niekro 5-7) at Seattle Morgan
7.11 10 35 p m
Wedsesday's Games
Kansas City at New York. 1 p.m
California at Oakland. 3 15 p.m:
Minnesota at Seattle, 1• 35 p.m_
Baltimore at Cleveland, 7:35 p.m
Chicago at Detroit. 7 35 p.m.
Boston at Toronto. 7 35 p.m.
Milwaukee at Texas. 8 38 p.m.

"They're out there," Hargrove
said. "But they're the ones that
have to look at themselves in the
mirror."

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

Come North to Murray
iViexicati Buffet
(Wednesday Night)
•Tostada 'Taco •Refrieds 'Spanish Rice *Enchilada 'Taco Pizza
We LISoliver Pizza, alter 5 p.m. — 753-0900

Olympic Plaza, Hwy. 641 North
(Across from M.S.U. Stadium)

EPSON.
'IBM Compatible
•Dual floppy disk drive system
.640KB RAM memory
*Serial and parallel ports
•AT type keyboard
*Monochrome monitor
•MS DOS° operating system
•GW BASIC TM programming language
*One year warranty

FEDERAL RESER1,1 DISTRICT

Bank of Murray
STATE

Calloway

ZIP CODE

Kentucky

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

42071

June 30, 1987

Dollar Amounts in Thousands

Bii

Mil

While Quantities Last

Computer Center
j7

314 Main Street
(502) 753-7733

Murray, KY 42071

Thou

ASSETS
1 Cash and balances due from depository institutions
a Noninterest -bearing balances and currency and coin
" b Interest - bearing balances
2. Securities
5
3 Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell in domestic offices of the barn,
,,r
v
and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs
4 Loans arid lease financing receivables
a Loans and leases, net of unearned income

000

3

a

4

a

4

p

A A 4:
x v,4
67 441 4 C
5
n ne
6
2 148
35
8
n e
9
n ne
10
ns e
3 063 1 I
184 556 12

V XV

reserve (item 4 a minus 4 b and 4 C1

8 Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
9. Customers liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding
10 Intangible assets
11 Other assets
12 Total assets (sum of items 1 through 11)
LIABILITIES

r
4

13 Deposits
a In domestic offices

164 466 13 a
1'-8 096 v x' A' , 13 a (1)
=Mar X %' A 13 a (2)

(1) Noninteresting - bearing
(2) Interest - bearing
b In foreign offices. Edge and Agreement subsidiaries and IBFs
(1) NonintErest - bearing

Elli e

EIZIIIIIIIIIv x7

(2) Interest - bearing
=MEV
14 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreement to repurchase in domestic offices of the
bank and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in IBFs

/

Demand notes issued to the U S Treasury
16 Other borrowed money
17 Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalized leases
18 Bank's liability on acceptances executed and outstanding
19 Notes and debentures subordinated to deposits

19
20

262

21

wgrys/ 22

-

EQUITY CAPITAL
23 Perpetual preferred stock (No of shares outstanding
24 Common stock (No of shares a Authorized

surplus

A 13 b(1)
A 13 b (2)

IN 796

21 Total liabilities (sum of items 13 through 20)
22 Limited - life preferred stock

13 b

1 000 14
n• e
15
16
n• e
n• e
17
18
n oi e

15

b Outstanding

4VA
' e

,

none

MEE= ,

148,000
148,000

28 Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through

ism
•1-/YA
go

1 nil 24
25

in 26

271

'X

.
29 Total liabilities, limited - life preferred stock, and equity capital [sum iof items 21 22 and 28)
MEMORANDA Amounts outstanding as of Report Dale
1 a Standby letters of credit Total

Condition

has peen prepared

28

184 MI 29
7/ / MEMO

784

In=

1 b Amount of Standb letters of credit in memo 1 a conve ed to others throu•h •artic •ations '
NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized officerlsl and attested by not less than three directors other
innie, the undersigned officens). do hereby declare that this Report of
is true to the best of my town knowledge and belief

x# 4

A

26 Undivided profits and capital reserves
27 Cumulative foreign currency translation adiustments

F

2

1

1 0

'
4

5 Assets held in trading accounts

25

-d

Ar

d Loans and leases, net of unearned income,

allowance, and

078
one
791

68 538 V
1 097
'
4% X

b LESS Allowance for loan and lease losses
c LESS Allocated transfer risk reserve

1 a
1 b

than the officeris signing the report
in conformance with officiai instructions and

ER(S) AIf JØPIZED TO SIGN REPORT

DATE SIGNED

OFFICER(S AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT

AREA CODE/PHONE NO

July 24, 1987
NAME

ND

TLE

Ray Karraker, Vice President & Controller

$99500

NO

8
COUNTY

S • A a RE OF

Special

STATE 035 (3-87)

STATE BANK NO

20 Other liabilities

otocm's PiZZ6VIM

739-9888

207

The unfortunate thing is that until more clubs establish accurate
handicap systems and tournament
directors go with preflighted tournaments, everyone else has to look
at them on the winners' stand.

"No More South of the Borderft,

11/

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Cast Devisismi
36
L Pet.
GB
St Louis
61 36 • Montreal
56 42 647 6
New York
53 45 541 8%
Chicago
51 47 520 10%
PrtUadelphs
49
48
506 12
Pittsburgh
16
63
484) 16%
Nest Deviates
88
L Pct.
GB
Cant iruutti
52 47 525
San Francisco
51 49 510 1- %
Houston
49 49 500 2%
Los Angeles
44
56 444 8
Atlanta
43 56 439 8%
San Diego
34 U 364 16
Illeaday's Games
Los Angeles 6 San Francowo 5 12 innings
Only game scheduled
Taeaday's Games
Montreal i Sebra 6-10) at Chicago
'Sutcliffe 14-4). 2 20 pm
San Diego 'Grant 2-51 at Cincinnati
'Browning 5-8). 7.36 pm
Philadelphia Rawley 12-5) at Pittsburgh
Reuschel 8-4; 7 36 p m
Houston 'Scott 11-4, at Atlanta I Smith
8.6 ; 7 40 p m
New York 'Darting 6.7i at St Louis
Magrane 5.2' 8 35 p m
San Francisco 'Hammaker 6.7; at Los
Angeles Hershlser 10-9; 10 36 pm
Wedoesday's Games
Montreal at Chicago, 2 20 p m
San Diego at Cincinnati. 7 36 p m
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh. 7 38 p m
Houston at Atlanta, 7 40 p m
New York at St Louis 8 36 p m
San Francisco at Los Angeles. 10 36 p m

6 Premises and fixed assets (including capitalized leases)
7 Other real estate owned

back the first round are playing a
different game than the rest of the
field.

State Farm is there

State Farm insurance Companies
Horne Offices Bioomington Illinois

PUBLICATION COPY - COMMERCIAL BANK
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidiarie
s)

Murray

502-753-1893

We the undersigned directors attest the correctness of this Report of Condition and declare that it has been examined by us and to the
best of our knowledge and belief Pi's been p epared in conformance Oh official instructions and is true and correct
AdURE
DiREC TOR
$76-1UR”F D
TOR
St_frATUR,E OF DIR,T
2.06e."
Stale of
(MAKE MARK FOR
NOTARY'S SEAL)

rauckv

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

PAGE 7

L,ke a youa neighbor

LEGAL NOTICE

CITY

Perrin said the screening committee, made up of athletic department personnel and several other
campus constituencies, as well as
representation from the Racer
Club, "was extremely impressed
with the quality of applicants for
the position."

"Good service.
good coverage.
good price -

And that meant the U.S.
Women's Open was extended into
a sixth day today at the Plainfield
Country Club as Carrier, Davies
and Okamoto met in an 18-hole internationally flavored playoff.
Sudden death was to follow if a
champion wasn't crowned after 18
holes.
The 48-year-old Carner is
definitely going to be the sentimental favorite with the crowd.
She was Monday.
"I was going to go fishing tomorrow on our boat down in Palm
Beach (Fla.)," said Camer, who
has not won a tournament in more
than two years.
The catch today could be a piece
of history. If earner wins her third
Open, she would become the oldest
player in history to win the
Women's Open, surpassing Fay
Crocker who won in 1955 a month
before her 41st birthday.

EDISON TOWNSHIP, N.J. —
The 42nd U.S. Women's Open
became the national championship that didn't want to come to an
end.
Torrential rains on Sunday
stretched the fourth round of the
Open into Monday. Then twice
Monday a champion seemed
ready to be crowned.
Ayako Okamoto of Japan was
the first apparent winner as she
opened a three -stroke lead
through eight holes but fell victim
to a balky putter.
LPGA Hall of Famer JoAnne
Carrier then emerged atop the
leaderboard and took a one-stroke
lead to the 18th hole. Three putts
from 25 feet meant a bogey and
dropped her into a tie at 3-underpar 285 with Okamoto and British
Women's Open champion Laura
Davies after 72 holes.

TUESDAY, JUtY 28, 19117

SCOREBOARD

fielder John Shelby on the same
play
The Dodgers got theirs on a
sacrifice fly by Dave Anderson It
followed a single by Seve Sax and
an error by first baseman Will
Clark, who was charged with
mishandling Garrelts' throw on a
bunt by Danny Heep.
"No way that was an error on
Clark," Craig said. ''He Garrelts) juggled the ball off the
mound, then made a bad throw."
Until Hatcher's homer, the
Dodgers had been held to one hit
through the previous six innings.
Left-hander Joe Price, making his
first appearance in seven days,
pitched 4 2-3 innings of hitless ball
after inheriting a 3-1 deficit

U.S. Women's Open becoming
the tourney that refused to end

Each finalist is scheduled for
several interviews over a two-day
visit to the campus.

Sandbagging...
(Cont'd from page 6)
for all golfers that would be fair."
Hargrove doesn't like the idea
because it gives too much of an advantage to the local players.
"I don't like that. We definitely
have a problem with it (sandbagging), but there isn't away to solve
it," he said. "If you have a handicap on your own course, it's going to be lower than on someone
elses."
Hargrove and Sullivan agree on
one thing — the golfers laying

second as Guerrero bobbled the
ball for only his fourth error of the
season.
"I just missed it," said Guerrero, whose string of consecutive
times on base ended at 10 with a
fifth-inning strikeout. "It was just
an error, that's all. No excuses."
Kevin Mitchell followed with a
single to left, that scored pinchrunner Mark Wasinger. But Mitchell was out at home plate
moments later after trying to
score from second base on
reliever Matt Young's wild pitch.
Each team scored an unearned
run in the 11th. The Giants got
theirs on a pinch single by Joel
Youngblood, after a double by Eddie Milner and an error by center

TIMES

County or
Ca11oway
July,
19, 87

'41
24th

day of

and I hereby certify that I am not an officer or director of this bank
My commission expires
Nov. 29. t88

k

z
Siggat

Notary P
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THE FAR SIDI

REVIVAL
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Sinking Spring
Baptist Church
July 27-31

Do Christians Wrongly Omit
Mormons From Their Ranks?

Guest Speaker, Bro. David Wagner
Pastor, Bro. Eddie Young
Special Singing Nursery Provided
EVERYONE WELCOME
PHOTO COUPON

Wednesday
is...
DOUBLE DAY
Second Set of Prints

FREE!
F-..ery Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE with this coupon.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

READ the CLASSIFIEDS
NZ'

DEAR ABBY: Bravo to you for
saying that members of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
(Mormons) are Christians. However, I will be very much surprised
if you do not receive hundreds of
letters telling you that you are
wrong!
The experience of "L.D.S. in
Ashland," who was told by a bus
driver that she was not a Christian,
was not that unusual. I am amazed
at the number of people who have
been told by their ministers and
Pastors that Mormons are not
Christians. I am even more amazed
when those misinformed people
declare to those of us who are
members of the L.D.S. church what
we do and do not believe about
Jesus Christ.
I count among my friends Protestants, Catholics, Jews, Baptists and
evangelical Christians. I cannot
imagine my ever presuming to tell
any of them what they believe.
I had many misconceptions of the
Roman Catholic Church, but they
were clarified for me by a good
friend who is a member of that
church. I hope that if anyone wants
to know what someone of another
faith believes, that he or she will
ask a member of that faith. We may
all learn something very valuable
that way — tolerance, understanding and, more important, the truth.
ERMA JEAN HANSON,
KENT, WASH.
DEAR ERMA JEAN: Your
estimate of the number of letters I received telling me that I
was "wrong" to say that Mormons were Christians was conservative — to say the least.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Please rush this
into print before some Mormon dies

4

--O2Ay
YOU FOR
LESSONS

By Abigail
Van Buren

7:00 p.m.
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believing that he is a Christian!
Although Joseph Smith (the
founder of Mormonism) did say,
"We believe in God and Jesus
Christ," it is not the God and Jesus
Christ Christians have believed in
for 2,000 years. Let me explain:
Mormons believe that God was once
"Blow, Howie, blow! .. Yeah, yeah, yeah!
as we are now, with the body of
You're cookin' now, Howie! . All right! ..
flesh and bones — not a spirit God
Charlie Porker, move over! Yeah!"
as the Bible teaches us. Mormons
believe that if men obey the mandates of the Mormon Church, they
can become gods themselves and
rule over and populate other
planets.
The Mormon Church used ChrisAnswer to Previous Puzzle
40 Mistake
tian terminology, but they have ACROSS
42 Hebrew
their own definitions of these terms.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

DEAR TRUE: I read your
letter to two officials of the
Mormon Church in Salt Lake
City, and they acknowledged
that much of what you say is
true. However, Mormons have
never been taught that Jesus
had many wives and children.
Are Mormons Christians?
Samuel W. Taylor, noted Mormon author, addressed that
question this way in American
Weekly in 1955:"Yes, indeed —
but neither Protestant nor
Catholic. Mormons believe that
there was a breaking away of
the other churches from true
Christianity and that their religion is the restored Gospel."
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ASSUME A
SUPINE
POSITION,

By GARY LARSON

1987 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $520.00 before
Medicare
pays
anything. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 25th Year

2 .Notice

Notice

2

ROY'S

Discount Pharmacy
now has
Jewelry Repair
(Ask for Jenny)
Rings, necklaces,
bracelets, etc
753-2380

Give him a
break he's 38!

HAPPY
BIRTHDA Y!

SUMME
R
CLEARENCE
Drastic
reduction for men and
women. Eubanks
Fashions, Paducah Off
Price Mall, 3200 rvan
Cobb Dr

SIR!

PUBLIC AUCTION OF
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
Wednesday, July 29th at 9 a.m. at Albert's Restaurant, 1208
Chestnut St. In Murray. Ky.
WW sell a large stock of restaurant equipment.
Four burner gas oven-single pizza oven-electric grill 24"x36", CG 56, ser. T.E.D. 8162-small top loading freezer-ice cream freezer
with 10 toppings container (Masterbilti-Masterbilt 8' x 18' walk
In cooler-outside walk-in cooler 7'x7'-Hobart slicer, model 1612 ser.
1649915, spec. 9992-Simplex Selenoid operated time clock-3-exhaust
hoods (bottoms only )-Kidd Sentinel fire ext. system KDR 25DC
with gas shut off-Multimixer model 9B, ser. 76069-Aerohat food
warmer with 4 slats-Vulcan gas griddle with 2 burners-gas
chargraller 24"x 18"-G.E. electric deep fryer, 30 lb. capacity-G.E
electric deep fryer, 15 lb. capacity-G.E. bun.warmer, 2 drawer-4
slat Toostwell toaster, BTM 4CB, ser. P9089-Hobart microwave,
model 900L, ser. 28-405211-Delfield pie cooler, model 11248-LiFfella
5 nozzle drink dispenser-Ross Temp ice flaker-22 tables-8
booths-18'sign-large assortment flatware, assorted pots, pans,
dishes & utensils-metal desk with file drawer-21,4043 butcher block
prep table-240(5 butcher block prep table-55 gal. trash can on
rollers-mop bucket ringer & cam mop-Hobart 5 qt. mixer with
grinder attachments, model N-50. ser. 1944368-2 display casesdishwasher table-2 compartment sink-Victor cash register-No. 2
Edbend can opener-cole slaw maker-dumpster-2 paper towel
dispensers-various counters & shelves-coat rack-high chairs 81
boosters.
All of this equipment is being used up until auction. Good clean
equipment. Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or
shine. Total settlement day of auction. For more information and
your auction needs
Phone 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn #1281
"My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"
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Not ict

CHRISTMAS arouni
the world parties f or
more information ( -ii:
753 6907
1'
PAM'S CAKE HUT
you need a cake and you
deliciouc
want it fresh,
and beautiful call us
you'll be glad you did.
759 4492. Try our Philly
cream cheese cake it's
great for those get
togethers.

COUNTRY Jeans back
to School Sale July 24th
thru Aug 29, 1000 off
Chic, Sunset blue
jeans; pastel pants and
childrens jeans. All
summer tops 10% off
Rack of blouses 200o.
Name brand jean's at
low prices. Guess,
lawman, Zena; men &
women's Lee, Jordache
and Levi's. Check out
Country Jeans first. 5
Miles out 94 east. Open
&Sat.
Fri
5P M
10A
M
weekdays after 4P.M
759 1062

EFFECTIVE Aug., 3
Haircuts, etc. will be
open 1P.M. 8P.M
Monday thru Friday
10A .M. 4P .M
Sat
Dixieland Center 753
6745.
Ii-

NEED greeting cards5
All kinds including
Thank You cards. Also,
tater boxes, $20; trash
bins, $20; small hope
chests, $20 See Gerald
Waldrop at the sidewalk
sale, Fri July 31

Dc-r,nos I

[Now
Demonsl
Decoratio i
Ave

Call 5
(DMHODITY INCOME
GUIDELINE
House
Income
hole
Size
1

Asst.

of A

Per
Month
$114

INN
1,214
1,410
1,1126
1,831
2,1137
F:ach Aidditiottal Family
Member
1111111

4

fierite
Lanny Hi
247-02
"IPSO aci

..41111***111.14046wWII..*

••

•I •
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6. Help

Wanted
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Mirrray Ledger & Times

Miscellaneous

30 Business Rentals
37 Livestock Supplies
46. Maass for Sale
49
Used Cars
Boats Motors
52
53 Services Offered
.0)00
OFFICE,
suitable
siMMEN
TAL
and
8 SERVICE Cavalier
3 BEDROOM 1 1 2
1978 PONTIAC Grand 15 1 2' SKI boat
HAWLTON
in
simbrah bulls
Per
"Egg Shell" china set, for used ear dealer, 1
bath, brick home
Prix, loaded, new tires, cludes boat motor, marble
and tile 643 Oic
beautiful pattern, like mile from town MO a formance & semen located on a 2 acre
new exhaust system, trailer 753 0605
Benton Rd 753 9400
753 77 1 4
Excellent quai
tested
new
Also, 7 piece month
wooded lot, 5 miles
needs
motor
work
$750
INSULATION blown in
ity $650 & VP Cadiz. north of Murray
fireplace set: aluminum Ava4ab4a &lit/
or best offer 753-9706
Large
53 Services Offered
K', 522 8794
b'y Sears
TVA ap
storm door, 80x35 1 4 11S),40 STOREFRONT
deck, heat pump, city
1982 BUICK Regal
proved Save on those
1303 Chestnut St ad
A 1 ENTERPRISE
SORREL blaze face water
759 1658
Priced in the
Limited,
diesel,
32
ioining MSU 615 262
Wholesale dealer in gas high heating and cool
horse
3 years old, 50's Call 474 2272 (day)
BARBER chair for sale
MPG. excellent condi
ing bills
Call Sears
gentle, broke to ride
or 753 5627 (evening)
Double barrel shotgun 0000
tion Call 759 1693 after and wood burning ap
piiances, offering full 753 2310 for free
$300 telephone 436 2410
with hammer for trade
3 6R ranch style house
7P.M.
estimate
32
Apts for Rent
ser dice installation
Call 759 4502
Call 753 7928 after Sp m
1982 OLDS Cutlass Also,
LEE'S CARPET
fireplace repair
HOT Point 18,000 BTU 1
OR 3 bedroom
Brougham, $4950 1984 'Chimne
y cleaning CLEANING
For all
T-Shirts
HOME and 37 acres
air conditioner, 2 years apartments
nicely
Cutlass Ciera, $3500
Masonry 'Damper your carpet & Lig:Moist
located between
remaining on compres
furnished, located near
753 3293
. -vet North*
'Bird
cleaning
ery
screen •Hooas
For a free
Murray and Mayfield
sor warranty
campus Days, 753 6111,
$300
1983 GRAND Prix. V8. 753 0953
estimate call 753 5827
*Alf*
Offered at $28,000 Con
Registered
753 1737, 8A M SP M
nights, 753 0606
loaded, extra nice Ask
Satisfied
references
A 1 STUMP Removal
tact Kopperud Realty
Mon Fri.
*'.1 ,
i ey Mouse*
1 AND 2 bedrOOMS
mg $5,800 Cali after
Reasonable rates, 10" LICENSED electrician
753-1222
Terra Firma
LARGE, large, large furnished
Near un
•Is McKenzie*
SP M 753 4487
below surface Call us residential and corn
KY Lake, Blood River, 2
selection of storage iversity and hospital
1983 PONTIAC Grand before you decide
* i,3oevine*
Air condition
Brangus Bulls
Free merciai
lots with 3 br house and
buildings in stock for Some utilities paid.
WANTED --Experienced
Prix
A/C,
P13, P/S, estimates 753 0906
ing Sales and service
new garage, new
*1 r)ke*
immediate delivery
Deposit required
753
tobacco cutting help
high
miles,
good clean ALL types of masonry Gas .-staliation arc
Performance and
plumbing
Lake view,
Acree Portable 4012 or 753 8756
492 8.411
transportation, car has work
at
boat ramp and dock,
Block, brick, repair tor natural and
Buildings, Mayfield, 1 BEDROOM duplex,
Semen tested.
air
shocks, needs tires
concrete all basements, LP Fred's Repair 753
WANTED Reporter for
paved road, large brick
Ky, 502 247 7831.
air conditioning, gas
$3700
753 2880
7203
driveways, patios
weekly newspaper. OREGON
fireplace, gas heater,
489-2704
saw chain heat 51,i5 per month,
1983 WHITE Firebird, Large or small lobs 26 LICENSED electrician
Must have journalism 3/8" pitch,
deep well, new wh and
water furnished
for 16" bar
No
After 6 p.m.
chrome wheels, white years experience
toilet, furnished, carpet
background, be $8.99;
offering quality seryi(e
pets 489 2595
20 & 21" $999
letter tires, Pioneer Charles Barnett 753
5 tost and Found
knowledgeable in high Wallin
and landscaped Owner
at a low cost
Re
Hurt Farms
Hardware
BEDROOM furnished
stereo an 1 speakers, 5476
sidential or cornmer
school sports and must Downtown
615 984 9120 (days), 615
Paris, Tn.
upstairs apartment,
year old female have
42,000 P-8.
9, local car, ALUMINUM and vinyl c al, day or night
and be proficient
995 9203 (nights). $29,
RAIN lamp, desk, love
Shepherd New in
1 2 Lloci from un
one r.
d..CI
extra clean
753 2614
the use of a 35mm
siding
000 or best offer
27 years ex
ri
,ience area
iversity
seat,
No
chest
pets
Head camera
of drawers,
Lease, 38. Pets-Supplies
$5500 u, best offer After perience
Send resume
MOBILE HOME
Free es
t•
slightly and has
$25 each; old kitchen deposit
Availabl
e
SP M 753 5718
to Box 185, Benton, Ky
timates J.D. & Tim Spec , a I st , Repair
AKC Boxer Bulldogs, LARGE and lovely
uit, with balance.
middle of August. 753
cabinets, $125, misc
home
with
beautiful
42025.
1985
Z 28, black, fuel in
Garland. 328 8398
leveling. uncerpinning
females only $125 and
items. 753 5292.
9393
'53 /el?.
hillside view and sur
iected automatic over
roofs, floors, plumbing
APPLIANCE
up 247 0009.
RUBBER bed mats for 2 BEDROOM apart
9 Situation Wanted
rounding
93
acres
drive, T tops, air, cruise, SERVICE
•
Help Wanted
Kenmore, wiring. wash , ng.
BEAGLE, 5 months old,
all pick ups. Stokes i,ients for rent at Em
Property includes large
every option, new condi
Westinghouse, hurricane straps 759
GENERAL house and
female, all shots, $25
Tractor, Industrial Rd
bass', Apartments
•
0 1. !CATIONS now
barn
and
detached
lion $11,700. Call 502 436
Whirlpool
27 years 4850
office cleaning. 5 years 753 1319.
Farnoies and married Also, 30' of used dog pin
.; accepted
Mint
garage. Owner wants
5442.
experience
NEED work on your
Parts and
experience. References
couples welcomed Now wire, $12 753 2708 after offer. Phone Kopperud
-,',1•1 Hwy 641 North
SEARS 22 CU. FT
service Bobby Hopper, trees? We can beautify
1986 GRAND Prix
supplied. 759 1578 or
side by sidefrost free renting 1 bedroom 3 30P M.
Realty 753 1222.
y TIER for 5 yr. 753-8642.
your yard by topping,
Maroon shading to Bob's Appliance Ser
SFA Registered Pers
refrigerator/ freezer, apartments Call 753
.-,,r1 in my home
MUS Tsell
shaping, dead wood.ng
vice, 202 S
5th St
silver, loaded Still un
I will do machine harvest
Ian kitten, 4 months old,
▪
ii 30A M. 5P M.,
gold, $250. 2300 3530
immediately
2 bed
Business 753 4872, 436
or removing geao or
der warranty $12,000
quilting at home in my BTU Frigidaire air' 1 or 2 BEDROO
trained to litter box
M
^.'•
PrI. starting in
room home in Pan
5848 (home)
diseased trees
For
436 2385.
home. 753 6166.
$100. Call 489 2237 after
conditioner, $150. Call apartment near down
:.iiqust. Re
orama Shores. Kitchen
satisfaction call ,the
'68 CHEVELLE, 2 door, APPLIANCE REPAIR
5P.M.
town Murray Call 753
required. Call WOULD like to set with 753-2698.
appliances, TVA in
Factory authorized for proven professionals at
6 cylinder, auto., $400
elderly. $125 a week, 8 TOMATO juicer, 4 1 09 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
• •i after 5P.M.
sulation. Owner financ
Bover's Tree Service
'71 VW Bug, $300 Call Tappan. Kelvinator and
hours per day
Call Victoria 200, $2999
2844
436
mg
available with small
• L LENT income
Brown. Service on gas 753 0338 The compel,
753.9489.
474 2386.
Wallin
2
BEDROO
M apart
Hardware,
down payment. Re
t time home
ton knows us
40
you
Produce
'77 GRAND Prix, extra and electric ranges,
ment near university,
Downtown Paris, Tn.
duced to $23,000, no
work
For 10 Business Opportunity
should too
microwaves
cis
PURPLE
sharp.
hull
Call
peas
for
753
3665.
carpet,
heat,
gas
water
reasonable offer re
TORO
push mowers
all 504 641 8003
h washers, re
ODD ;ob sPecialist
sale
Picked and de
GLASS business for sale and weed trimmers
furnisheo
'81 CUTLASS Supreme frigerators
No pets
fused 436 5830 or 436
, etc
Earl ceiling fans, eleetricai
livered
anywhere
in
in Paris
Residential
489
2244
loaded,
,
$3500. Call 489 • Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
2610
Also, for all Toro part
ENT wages
plumbing, fencing
You
Murray 753 1466
2511, after 5P.M. 382
2 BEDROOM apart
and service see Keith at
NEW house 1521 Be
time assembly auto, commercial. Es
5341.
name it. I do it Yot,
tablished
years.
2
Call
2268.
men+ with refrigerator,
Stokes Tractor, Indus
ckett Drive in Canter
..lectronics,
You
B ETTER BUILT buy. I install
stove. i arnort. central
82 MAZDA RX 7 GS, CONTRACT
bury. 3 Large be
Others info 901 644 9046 or 901-247, rial Road, 753 1319.
break.- I fix "Call 436
ING.
Stor
3750
maroon, air, sunroof, age buildings,
drooms, 2 full baths,
USED riding mowers, heal and d Ir No &id
091 Ext 1866
43.Real Estate
treated 2868 evenings.
dren
no pets
Also,
excellent condition, ex
formal living and din
lays
CALL "VENDING .equipment, all sizes and all prices
decks, and general PAINTING
interior
furnished dpartments
of 411 types, new and Stokes Tractor, Indust
tras. Asking $5,900 Call home improveme
fling, room
fami1 extra large
nts. Exterior_ Rerstcacelffing
Financing rial Rd , 753 1319.
753 6609
GOVERNMENT homes kitchen w h breakfast
u sed
474 8865.
• m•• floral de
Roofing
Quality work for less
Frise Es
available for qualified WATER heaters
2 BE DROO".1 brick from St (U repair) also area,
y room with
'82 VW Jetta diesel Call Free estimates
Applic
elec
mates. Willie 436 2316
L E
companies and in- Inc with dual
tax
delinquent
fireplace,
&
duplex
2
No
car
fore
pets
garage.
$260
a
753
3833 mornings or Williams, 489 2663
heating
working
'
closure properties. 753 3903.
month Call 753 6931
after 7P.M.
elements. 5 year glass
in, floral dividuals. For informa
YARD landscaping,
lion
Randy
call
at
1-800•
Available
now
For
BEDROOM
NICE,
3
lined tank 30 gallon.
2 BR, aluminum '85 CAMARO, blue leveling driveways,
, 2 bath
• , I complete
5414
592
"
listing
call
1
315
733
6062
$114.99;
siding house with fenced
Dooson Ave.
P0. Box
40 gallon, duplex
metallic, 15,000 miles blade work and bush
Ext G369.
in backyard. For sale by
$119.99; 50 gallon, 753 1408
with t tops, louvers, air, hogging Call 436 5430 or
11
Instruction
GOVERNM
owner
$139.99. Wallin Hard
Quiet neighbor
ENT homes
ALMOST rev. 2 bed
AM/FM cassette
CHANIC
Remodeling and
Like 753 0659.
ware, Paris, Tn.
room iiikury, energy from SI (U repair) also hood. Reasonably priced_
Miller
new 753 3164.
COLLEY Tree Service
tax
Call 759 1182 after 5p.m.
home repairs
delinquent & fore
efficient duplex apar
WEST KY HARD
Go;f Course.
Keep your trees in
Lyndia Cochran WOOD
closure properties
Used Trucks
tment in Westwood
NICE three bedroom, 50
must have two
KILN Red Oak
shape by topping, prun
7539626
Available now
CdthcIdt
For one bath house for sale
i:eilino with
$1.35 per 100 board foot
y-irs experience
Dance &
ing, deadwooding.
Cedar beams I n all listing call 1 315 733 6062 at 811 Sunny Lane
Isio, and small
395-5900. Other hard
spraying, fertilizing, or
Gymnast
ics
rooms
PAINTING
Quiet neighborhood,
1
best in Ex? G 2717.
cirs, welding
woods available.
•
removal of unwanted
exterior comm ,
reasonable price. For
app:ianEes water and
.10 driver's
NICE 12x72 Fleetwood
trees Stump removal
Pre-Registration WE buy, sell and repair ice
more information call
in door refrigerator, mobile home with cen
Fret •
tligh school
or conditioners. Bar
Complete tree care 14 residential
753-8717 after 5P.M. or
753-4647
(..ED, or
ring installed in motors, built in microwave; tral heat and air and
years experience Free timates 25 years E,
weekends.
glass top st0ve, rera
perience
•
school re
Tremor'
large deck. Situated on
$20. Call Dill Electric
estimates. 753 0366.
• ,n,)wledge of turf
mic tor bath
Farris 759 1987
Interior 5 1.2 - acres with stor
OWNER WANTS
Black.
15-385
759 1577.
tires
CONCRE
TE
work,
Want to Buy
uniquely decorated with age shed and 30x36 OFFER
creferred, and 14
PAINTING
inter,or
Close to Un
WE now have Briggs
patio, sidewalk, car
with Apollo Alum
semi of the most ex
iversity, 3 bedroom, 1
ap
barn. Very nice building
exteri.or
ALUMINUM cans .26 and Tecumseh engine
25 years ex
port. Free estimates
vvheels Pioneer KEp r,S1V ,
2 materials Sit with lots of shade. bath, newly decorated
pus Salary is cents per pound. parts
perience Quality wor.
759 1202.
For all your
avaiiabie
i•,a_irate with ex
Lease and 901, 498 8924 after 6P.M.
inside and out, main
6161 receiver, alla
Aluminum, c.opper, service needs see us at
CONCRETE driveways, Reasonable rates Fret'
ceposit
No
pets
tenance
753
free
vinyl
ap brass, etc , will pick up
sid
Yearry s
Stokes Tractor, Indust
REDUCED S10,000.
patios, brick and block estimates
sonic E0 & 40 watt
:185 for appointment
i.neuld contact 489 2803.
Painting 436 2245
rial Rd , 753 1319
25x40 store front, 5 ing. New sewer line.
work. CALL 502•492-8160.
amp MTX box speakUniversity TRANSMISSION for
BR IC K duplex with rental apartments. Carport with breeze
PAINTING
nsicte Cr
MITCHELL Paving
Services, 1979 Honda 550, 4
carport No pets 5235 a Large lot has potential. way and double drive,
ers & Pioneer tweeters,
Driveways, parking Out. very reasonable
outside
Sparks cylinder, K model 2 6 . TV -Radio
storage,
month 753 6931
gas
1303 Chestnut St., ad
references. Call 753 3167
tires & stereo 6 months
lots, seal coating and
heat. TVA doors. 1627
• ay State Un
Fur rent : BR apts
Icing MSU. 615 262
motorcycle. 753 9623 LEASE TO OWN
or 753 8113 after 5P M
25'
striping
Also,
old,
factory
Body
air
in
Murray
Miller
KY after 5P.M.
$38,500. 753-1500.
Wahir furnished Start
console TV with remote,
0000
PROFESSIONAL Am
limestone, gravel, top
ray State is an
great shape. No motor
inn at 5 170 Murray
WOULD like to buy old $53 a month. Murray
soil. and grading Phone cow cleaner 25 years
47
Motorcy
cles
••
Action,
Lots for Sale
Manor Limited
Equal 44
Rental & Sales 753 8201
coin operated machines
753 1537.
experience
or front &ye shaft
Pr I.
pportunity
Housing Opportunity
1971 HARLEY Davidson
such as penny arcade, LEASE TO OWN Wir
homes anc commer:-_ ,a
EXPERIENCED pain
31 ACRE lots at. White
$4000 or $3500
Call 753 8668
Sportster,
in
perfect
gum or slot machines. eless remote VCR, $32 a
stores. Car: 1 901 79.
ting and paper hanging
Oak Grove Estatta on
i,sembly in
condition Call 753 1429 or
without stereo
LAKEFRONT apartment old Hwy
Call 753 3642 (day) or
month
Murray Rental
3670
14 years experience
119 near
ri mble pro
753.9595,
in
Panorama
753 5738 (night).
Snores
Un
& Sales. 753 8201.
753-3846
Free estimates Call
K 51 .'TN border,
U
A
• ume
Part
furnished.
BR's
Kit
2
1980
CB
650 HONDA,
753 8370 after 5P.M.
LEASE TO OWN
901 593 5155.
19''
workmanship
„p •rience un
2
p.m.
4
appliances
(non
14,000
fur
miles. Good con
color TV, $28 a month
FENCE sales at Sears and trim oarcue^te'
KENTUCKY Lake lot. 1
)(.!tails Call
rushed
No children or acre,
dition. Call 759 1959
Murray Rental & Sales
now. Call Sears 753 2310 Remodeling
patio anc
12 x 60 mobile
Ext 613
pets
deposit
Lease
&
after
re
4P.M.
1974 TOYOTA truck, for free estimate for fencing
753 8201
home, septic and well,
D L
POOR
7, 81 adult needed
quired Call 436 2484 be
516,500. Home 554-8128 1981 SR250 0TH Yamaha. one owner, bought new your needs.
435 4306
• • part time in
'weer 9a.rn 6p.m.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
3,4xx miles. Excellent
in Murray, excellent FOR most any
or Office 442 3631. Ow
ROCKY COLSON
type
First United
condition, $700. Call 753
A/up Cal opts . Nor ner financing.
mechanical condition. driveway white rock
12x55 TRAILER with
Repair Roofing sioinci
Church, 503
thwood
I,
Dr
5455,
2
BR
or
1
753-3704,
402
16th.
So.
built on room, 3 acres.
also, any type gravel, Painting, piumb,ng
LARGE lot for sale on
We buy
- 30A M. 4P.M.
Now rii,nr.no
Equal
$1450,
will
1983
SUZUKI
trade.
650
10,000
dirt and sand call Roger concrete
Has above ground
Ky
Lake in Center
Free es
cl-osed
aluminum cans swimming. pool and Housing Qpportunity Ridge Subdivision, $750 miles, helmet and rain 1978 GMC 4x4 truck, 4 1'2 Hudson, 753 4545 or timates Cali 474 2307 or
4984.
759
cover
included
lift
Re
kit,
sharp
Call
474
outbuilding. Extra nice.
753 6763.
Call 901 644 9046 or 901
753 6973
4 openings
NEARLY new 2 bed
duced! $975. Excellent 8808 after 5p.m
Call 354 6994.
247 3750.
t
GUTTERING by Sears
SEWING Machine R'
may qualify
condition!
room
duplex
in
quiet
753,3575.
alb.
14x70, 2 BEDROOM,
Sears continuous gut
NICE lot on 121, 61/2
pair
All makes arc!
do not have
Campers
Tastefully de
1986 YAMAHA 225 4 51
tens installed for your
Windsor mobile home, area
miles North on natural
models Home & in
tr your high
We buy batteries. extra
corated in earth tones
1984 39 1 2' JAYCO Fifth specifications
gas lines. 180x300, $3600. wheeler, good condi
nice. Call 753 8506.
Call dustrial. Bag closing
mploma, (2) you
Ali rooms are ample
4-92-8183
lion. Call after SP M
Wheel travel trailer with Sears 753 2310 for free
Days 753 1953 or nights
1981 1400, 2 BED
machines Also sc ,ssor
on out of school
size with large bedroom 753
436 5867.
estimate
all options, $18,500 Day
z1-98-8785
0870
ROOM, 2 bath, central
sharpening
'• <, or more, (3)
40 yrs
closets. Wood deck and
84 25OR 3 WHEELER. 474-2251, Night 753 7687..
heat and air, 20x40
experience
All work
netween ages 16
Hazel. KY
private back yard Ideal 45. Farms for Sale
great
shape,
$750.
Must
198624'
JAYCO
garage.
Also,
J
with
8x40
air
guaranteed
A't are a FOE
K en-nerh
Wulff & Sons
for retired persons 1702
sell 502 354 8469.
mobile home, well, Oakhill
conditioner, awning, T.V.
arnhill
THE Jimmy Cooper
753 267
funded
Drive in West
YAMAHA
Riva
septic
antenna
50
system.
with
booster.
Located
farm
Ai-stern Ky
Kitchen Cabinet Steila Ky
45 acres, 3
wood $325 per month
scooter, bought new in $7500 Day 474 2251,
on large beautiful lot
- ndustry 16. Home Furnishings
STUMP removal 10
lease. and deposit
No tobacco barns, cattle '84. Good condition. Night
near
753
7687.
Cypress
Springs
barn with pond & silo.
Recovery
TPA
Call BROWN and tan plaid
below surface
In
pets. /53 0814
435
4153
Resor,
New
Concord,
BUY FACTORY
Nice 2 Bedroom country
Out Of School matching couch and
expensive
clean
no
NEAR University
2
KY
436
5496.
Wo•
DIRECT AND SAVE!!!
home, living/ dining
y•lur old
tioween 8 . 30 chair, $150; dinnette set
lawn damage Sureway
room furnished apart
Lightweight, super in
room combination,
14x70, 2 BED
,ys a week.
Stump Removal 753
with 4 swivel chairs, 1985
men., Has tub an
cabirtet• looir litre
sulated, SCAMP
ROOM, 2 bath on a
large family room with
• ,isort open by S75; pecan entertain
5484 Free estimates
show,. 4.A,r
heat and
w
with
wood
grain
fiberglass travel
150x224 lot, 12x16 stor
fireplace All with har
;maim.' needs 10 ment center, $60, pecan
WET BASEMENT'› Ai.
air Suit,-,IT K-Tti, _' or 2
(Formerly of Murray & Futlor
laminated plastic
trailers, 13', 16' & 19' 5th
dwood pegged floors,
Jes Complete Magnavox console age building, city wa
make wet basements
persons 51a.:
(K.ECA,_ t
wheels. Call toll free
ter. 753 6520 or 753 2511
garage,
new doors, har
utility
room
5
Opportunity to stereo with AM/FM
dry
/,`
'
,
- ./J0
$135 month
Work compietc,..
1 800 346 4962 for free
miles from Murray
radio, 8 track, $125. 3 BEDROOM 9A M to Noon
and counter tops
1: 40 5500 per week
guaranteed
Call or
brochure.
570s Call after 5p.m
doublewide
. .:• Mon Fri , 10 4 for 759 9379
with pur
Many styles and colors
write Morgan CoREDECORATED
of Benton)
9357
753
chase
option
V t2WS with Mr
near
Ky.
GOOD clean used car
struction Co Pt 2 Bo,
duplex, safe, quiet,
Free estimates
52
Boats -Motors
• • 1. ins 901 232 8211
pet, gold color Also 2 Lake 753 8964.
Chevrolet
409A, Paducah
residential neighbor
46. Homes for Sale
Murray
436 5560
14'
JON
BUILDING
boat
decking
house must
A taking ap
odd chairs. Leroy
42001 or c. all 1 442 7026
hood, walk to grocery
Oldsmobile
seats and trailer $500
11 1 2 MILES southeast of
sell or take over
.itions for Eldridge, 753 2579.
arid other services
Excellent
condition
payments.
1984 14x60 2 Appliances ideal for Murray
1982 Energy
',se
and cooks. HIDE a bed couch,
Cadillac, Inc. 247 0009
bedrooms, 1 bath, single
Saver. 54x24 Doublewide.
• • Lpi
VVed Sat before other couches, chair
5250 monthly
$9,900.
Paris, TN
of
bricked
489 2868 after
M
1 / 2 up. large
1985 ASTROGLASS
valley Drive In, and love seat, bedroom
753 8096
bricked front porch, 3 BR.
.iwy 94 East, 12 miles suites, box springs and 6P.M.
15 1/2', 90HP Johnson
T AK INC. applications
bath,
2
fireplace, great
trom Murray
with VRO New condi
BY owner 35' Holiday
mattress, other odd
GM Executive &
for Section 8
Rent
room, dining room, kit
Rambler trailer with
tion $7500. 753 1364.
1-.SMAN closers for beds, 2 chrome tables
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
chen, ceiling fan, new
Program Vehicles 1985 HARRIS Float Boat,
2
x
membership
8
5 BR
and chairs, desks and 8
cam
Apply Hilldale
well pump, new septic, 22
lot. Located on Pirates
like new, 17 person
po( •‘und located between chair, washer and
Acts , Hardin, Ky
acres, stocked pond, all
Cove. Deed available day
capacity, 70 h.p Johnson
Murray & Kenlake. Call d ryer, platform
All Types Of
Equal Housing
fenced, new 15x30 shed,
It', appointment between rockers, odd tables. See of sale 901 352 7583
outboard. Call 502 436
Opportunity
*
large corn crib
Very
Custom Woodworking
2871
MUST sell 1977 12x65
100 M 4p.m. Mon. Fri
at 512 South 11th St.
..
•
quiet & friendly
4.-4 2300
33 Rooms for Rent
36 'GIBSON •
PLAID couch and chair, trailer 3 bedrooms, 1
neighbors $38,000. Call
•
bath, wood underpin
HOUSEBOAT
Im
5150 759 10.44
I ROOM apartment $80 Mrs Todd 436 2105.
A r'N '41 E- D
Drivers,
•
ning and small porch..
maculate and loaded
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
per month plus utilities
iim0 be 18 years of age,
•
roof recently resealed, call
Reduced to sell
Drop by & see our showroom
759 4134
havi, own car and proof 19 Farm Equipment
4 BEDROOM. zones
lk
immediate possession
354 6607
MURRAY
iEWIWK1 Bunn, Ele.s•1
409 SUNBURY
nf inurance. Apply at NEW Holland 273 hay
R 4. 1 block from un
Call 492 8341 to see and
34 Houses for Rent
iversity
Pizza
Also, water
baler
New Holland 5 make an offer Must see,
53 Services Offered
front cabin year around
bar rack Can be seen at to appreciate
3 BEDROOM house
Birdsong Estates, call
$150 per month plus living, will trade for
SAVE SAVE
Now Hiring
Miller's 121
Cali
other property
492 8613
deposit 753 6531
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
We Want Your Business
Demonstrators Needed
after
5P.M
3672
753
3 BEDROOM brick, 7
Mini Storage
2 2. Musical
Let Us Prove It
1 AND 1 bedroom
a„' • Christmas
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath
baths swimming pool
Located on
home at a bargain
trailers in city limits
$375 per month 518 S
Decorations. l-ee Kit Owr
GOOD used piano 751
901-642-3900
121 By-Pass
No
9866
Phone
$33.500
or
price
pe7s.
753
St
6th
767
6786
4732
•-•
Average $9.50/1tour
Kopperud Realty 753
76.91-0774
COMFORT ABLE 4 room
N EED POVVER , 753 2365
Coll 527-1162
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is ac1222
house with bath in Stella
130 watt Peavey MX 2 OR 3 BR. furnished or
tively seeking a clinical manager for a 12
FOR sale by owner
unfurnished, some new
Appliances furnished
Flite Case guitar am
Bedroom, 2 bath house
Deposit & references re
Wit ier head for sale. furniture, natural gas
bed psychiatric unit. Qualified applicants
Asst. Diroffor
electric, air con
Family
Amp has channel swit
quired Serious inquiries in Canterbury
must have a masters degree in nursing and
room w 'fireplace, din
Shady Oaks only 753 3177
ching, four tube output, ditioned
of Nursing
have
Inc)
1 year previous experience in a
room
Large
re
reverb and effects loop, 753 5209
SMALL 2 bedroom
dwood deck
tented
all for $295
Phone 3 BEDROOM trailer,
psychiatri
house in country $165
c unit. Previous nursing manage
paltied registered
yard with lots of trees
759 438 after 5P M for
Roberts Estates, Locust
Small 1 bedroom apar
ment
experienc
e desired but not required.
Central
interested in
air.
gas
heat,
Drive Take 94 East to tment, $155 489 2741
details
TVA inskilation, 2 car
Iraq-term care
280 to Locust Dr Sign in
For more information contact:
garage; $75000
24
Miscellaneous
Showing Mon
• a,v Commensurate
yard
36 For Rent or Lease
753 9520
Tues., and Wed
6/experience
Richard Storts
16
FROcT free re
RENT TO OWN
r OR sale by owner
Located 3 miles from Murray on 121 South
:Try a' person at
frig castff) freezer
Porsonnot Diroctor
Quasar VC's $10 week Three bedroom,
one
Heritage Manor
in FalrvieviSub. 3 bedroom. 14 tile baths,
/53 6
includes one free movie bah. paneled
30 Business Rentals
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
base
or Call
3 TON central air
with hardwood floors under carpet, recentrental week 52 weeks
ment, large lot, swim
803 Poplar St.
anny Harvey. Admin.
conditioner, $450, 12' FOR rent
Office or
TV's and appliances ming pool and deck,
ly redone inside, 'new H.W. heater, 2
in
camper, $650; '73 Buick store space at Southside
Check our city limits 131,000
Murray, Ky. 42071
available
247-0200 E.O.I.
storage buildings, $48,000. Phone 753-8428.
For
Centurion, $800 759 4515 Shopping Center Phone
low prices , Movie information call 214 727
. Fait facility of tit* roar"
502-753-5131 Ext. 113
after SP M
753 6612 or 753 4509
World 753 4663
1393
THE Gold Nugget, west
-. de of square,
Mayfield. Ky. 247 6762.
Ti amonds, black hills
▪
14AI- POW Chains
• We sell for less!" We
guarantee it." Jimmy
r,ornpson Jeweler

INist tiafwet

24

SALES clerk position in
local florist opening
Aug 1st Must possess
good communication
skills and willingness 10
work with people Send
resume to
P 0 Box
1040 E
TYPISTS needed
Fast
accurate typists needed
for evening work
Twenty to thirty hours
per week
Pay corn
mensurate with ability
to turn out accurate
work quickly
Send
resume to
Murray
Data/ Graphics, 408
Main

For Sale

Faye's

r

1,

CE's

1970 LWB
Chevy 4 X 4

KGA
Recycling

30

Dan Taylor

Freddie Poe
fFormerty

......................A
Clinical Manager
Psychiatric Unit
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Kenneth S.
Myers
Kenneth S. Myers, 67, of Rt. 8,
Murray, died Monday about 5 p.m.
at Veterans Administration
Hospital. Nashville, Tenn.
An Army career man, he had
retired after serving for 27 years
with service in World War II and
Korean Conflict. He was a
member of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church and born April 16, 1920.
Mr Myers is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Rozelle Gargus Nance
Myers; two daughters, Mrs. Hardy ( Daytha ) Outland, Rt. 5, Murray, and Mrs. Jean Cooper, Rt. 4,
Murray: one son, Dale Nance and
wife, Rt. 4, Murray.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Helen Hillman, Canton,
Ohio; two brothers, Dewey Myers,
Canton, and Robert Myers, Memphis. Tenn.: 10 grandchildren; 12
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Eddie Young will officiate.
Burial will follow in Sinking Spring Cemetey with military rites at
the gravesite.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p m. today
Tuesdayl.

Mrs. Mary
011ie Dickman
Mrs. Mary 011ie Dickman, 79, of
Clarksville, Tenn., died Monday at
2 p.m. at Fort Campbell Hospital.
Her death followed a lengthy
illness.
Born April 18, 1908, she was the
daughter of the late Henry
Oglesby Sr. and Samatha Bogard
Oglesby of Calloway County.
Mrs. Dickman is survived by
her husband, George R. Dickman;
one brother, Henry Oglesby Jr.,
Almo: three sisters, Mrs. Frances
Kemp, Imlay City, Mich., and
Mrs. Marjorie Duncan and Mrs.
Bob I Evelyn Randolph, both of
Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of NealTarpley Funeral Home,
Clarksville. Burial will follow in a
cemetery there.

Two Murrayans
now at Centre

AO

Murray High's Eric Baugher
and Leslie Loberger are two of 325
students currently participating in
the Governor's Scholars Program
at Centre College in Danville, Ky.
An additional 300 students are
participating in the program at
the University of Kentucky in
Lexington. •
'Baugher chose mathematics as
his major course of study and
"The Individual in a Drugged
Society", a class that examines
the myths and misinformation
associated with drug use, as his
minor. Baugher said that he
especially enjoyed the relaxed atmosphere of the classes.
Baugher is a member of the
academic and speech teams at
Murray High School.
Loberger chose biology as her
major course of study and That
Extraordinary Machine: The
Computer", a class that offers
practical experience with new
software applications, as her
minor.
Loberger recently participated
in the Golden 100 competition.
The Governor's Scholars Program is a residential, educational
enrichment program for Kentucky's brightest rising high
school seniors. The program
stresses the development of
creativity, flexibility and critical
thinking. Applicants to the program ranked in the 96th percentile
or better in the statewide Kentucky Essential Skills Test.
Teachers are selected competitively from universities. col
leges. and high schools across the
state for their ability to challenge
the best students to new levels of
personal and academic
achievement.
Teachers focus on stimulating
personal development and actively involving students in the learning process through field trips and
special learning experiences.
Classes have studied the geology
of Mammoth Cave, the lifestyle of
the Shakers at Shakertown and
traveled to Louisville to experience Shakespeare in Central
Park.
Naomi Tutu-Severs, daughter of
the Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu; award-winning author
Bobbie Ann Mason, and nobel
prize-winner William Lipscomb
are just a few of the nationallyprominent figures who have
spoken to scholars in the past.
The Governor's Scholars Program, now in its fifth year, is nationally recognized for its innovative approaches to learning.
The program is unique in that it is
jointly funded by government and
private sources.
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Mrs. Murriel Hudspeth
Mrs. Murriel Hudspeth, 54,
former resident of Murray, died
Sunday at a hospital in Saginaw.
Mich. Her death followed an extended illness
She is survived by her mother,
two daughters, Pearl Louise
Henderson and Norma Jean
Hudspeth, two sons, Richard

Knuckle and Greg Hudspeth, and
one grandchild, all of Michigan
The funeral will be Thursday at
Tabernacle Baptist Church,
Saginaw.
Browne's Funeral Home at
Saginaw is in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Charlene Norwood
Mrs. Charlene Norwood, 77, of Jim Ed Norwood and wife, June,
Rt. 4, Benton, Olive Community, Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Max Norwood,
died Monday at 12:35 a.m. at Rt. 1, Hardin; one sister, Mrs. HetMurray -Calloway County tie Waggoner, Benton; seven
Hospital.
grandchildren: eight greatShe was a member of Olive grandchildren.
United Methodist Church.
Services will be Wednesday at 2
Born Nov. 15, 1909, she was the p.m. in the chapel of Collier
daughter of the late Charlie Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob DotWatkins and Augusta Collie son and the Rev. Don Faulkner
Watkins.
will officiate.
Mrs. Norwood is survived by her
Burial will follow in Barnett
husband, Edgar Norwood; one Cemetery in Marshall County.
daughter, Mrs. Sherman (Normal
Friends may call at the funeral
Powell, Rt. 4, Benton; two sons, home.

James B. Finzer
James B. Finzer, 81, of Rt. 6,
Murray, died Monday at 11 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He had retired as a chemist with
Finzer Roller Co., Chicago, Ill. He
was a member of Immanuel
Lutheran Church.
Born April 20, 1906, in Jefferson
County, he was the son of the late
Nicholas E. Finzer and Fredereka
Oswald Finzer.
He was preceded in death by one
daughter, Mrs. Sarah Copelan,
one son, B. Bertrem Finzer, and
two grandchildren.
Mr. Finzer is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Sarah Gibson Finzer, to

whom he was married on March 2,
1935; on daughter, Mrs. Ralph
(Doris) Grant, Sarsota, Fla.; two
sons, Nicholas E. Finzer, Hot Springs, Ark., and James B. Finzer
Jr., Orlando, Fla.; 15 grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. C.W. Helmich will officiate.
Burial will follow in Cave Hill
Cemetery, Louisville.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Dee Halcomb
Services for Dee Halcomb are
today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Charles Anderson is officiating. Music is by Choir of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
with Cecil Glass as director.
Active and honorary pallbearers
are Perry Hendon, Ruble Thurman, Aubrey Willoughby, Kelly
Burton, Earl Spann, Cassel Garrison, Novis Ezell, Forrest
Shoulders, Bill Roberts, Billy
Mahan, Burlin Woods, J.B. Bell,
Elmo Coy, Hoyt Roberts, Ray
Thurman, James McKinney,
Jesse McKinney and Alonzo

Peter
Gott, M D

Forrest.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Mr. Halcomb, 76, Rt. 5, Murray,
died Sunday at 8 a.m. at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton. His wife,
Mrs. Cona Fitts Halcomb, died
May 18, 1982.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Edward (Dorothy) Smith,
Benton; one son, Thomas
Halcomb, Williamsburg; one
sister, Mrs. Steve (Vernie)
Stamper, Gary, Ind.; one brother,
Keelie Halcomb, Whitesburg;
three grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.

Heating pads
can be risky
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT - Heating pads
come with a warning not to use them
if one has poor circulation. Why"
DEAR READER - When heat is
applied to a part of the normal body.
it causes vasodilation -- an openingup of the blood vessels that carry heat
away and prevent tissue damage. If a
person has poor circulation, this vasodilation may not occur and heat from
the pad will therefore be focused on a
specific area. This can cause burns or

tissue damage
In addition, patients with circulatory disorders may have lost the ability to sense heat in a particular portion
of skin Under these circumstances.
they may not recognize that the heating pad is too hot
Heating pads are best avoided by
people with poor circulation, they
cause more problems than they solve.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I read in your
column that someone with polycythemia visited a blood bank. I knew that
bleeding was necessary for this disease. but isn't the blood tainted'
DEAR READER - Most people
with polycythemia vera (an overproduction of blood cells) are not permitted to donate whole blood for transfusion purposes. However, blood
components - such as certain cells
and proteins - can be used if the
blood is fractionated and the components separated.
Furthermore, not all polycythemia
is of the primary type, some secondary forms are seen - in emphysema.
for example. People with secondary
polycythemia can usually donate
blood. Because patients with polycy-

themia have blood that is too thick,
phlebotomy (removal of blood) benefits these patients by reducing viscosity Therefore, although polycythemia
patients may not be able to help others by visiting a blood bank, they may
be helping themselves
DEAR DR GOTT -- My tongue and
throat swell up from paint fumes
What future side effects could result
from over-exposure to these fumes"
DEAR READER - The swelling of
your tongue and throat indicate extreme sensitivity to paint fumes. If
you continue to be exposed to these
vapors, you run the risk of experiencing a more profound reaction: swelling of the throat to the point where
you cannot breathe Avoid paint
fumes to which you are allergic.
Dr. GottS new Health Report.
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW AB0(7
NURSING HOMES, offers a step-bystep guide to rating facilities and finding the best care available. For your
copy, send $1 and your name and address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
© 19117 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Government changes AIDS definition
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - The
government has changed its mind
and decided to use a broader
definition of AIDS in determining
which people automatically
qualify for disability benefits, a
Social Security spokesman says.
By agreeing to apply the expanded definition, - the Social
Security Administration could
certify about 30 percent more

AIDS victims as automatically
eligible for benefits, spokesman
John Trollinger said Monday.
Most of those people probably

would have qualified for benefits
anyway, but only after undergoing
a more extensive review by the
government, he said.

Clarence & Priscilla
Happy 53rd

Hog market report
released for today
Federal-State Market NeVill Service July 2S,
1187 Keetucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 6 Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 332 Eta.
IRO Barrows k Gilts .75.1.00 lower. Mows stead to
1.55 Higher.
US 1-2 235-250 lb.,.
140.50-00.75
few
01.00
US 1-2 200-220 lb..
1.50.50 50.5o
US 2-3 220.250 lb..
5413.00-00.50
350.00.00(0
US 3-4 250 210 lb..
Sows
US 1.2 270 350 lb..
$47404910
540.00-45.00
U8 1-3 300-450 lb..
US 1-3 450-540 lb..
546.0047(0*
547.0050.00
U8 1-3 5110-1150 lb..
I'S 2.3 3015505 lbs.
143.00-45.00
Boars 535.0044.50

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880
representing
American and
International
Traveltime

Vacation
Bible School
July 27-31
7:30 Nightly

West Murray
Church of Christ
Doran Road & Holiday Drive

Theme: Count Your Blessings
Classes for all ages • Bible Study • Prayer
Congregational Singing • No Nightly Collection
If you need a ride call: 753-3800
Leave you name, phone number, address.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+11.48
Goodyear .....
70% +1%
Previous Close
2493.94
I.B.M.
180% -1%
Air Products
48/
1
2 tine
Ingersoll Rand
39/
1
4 +3
/
4
A.T.C.-Class A
241/
1
4R 28%A
Jerrie°
. 213/813 21%A
AT&T
311/4 .%
Krnart
45 .%
Briggs & Stratton
365/8 + I/8
Kroger
38% +I%
381/4 .1/4
Chrysler
57% +IA
JCPenney
CSX Corp
.37% +
Penwalt
64% unc
Dean Foods
. 35% unc
Quaker Oats
50% -1
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store 105/8B 10%A
Sears
51% +1
/
4
Exxon
911
/
2 -%
Texaco
447/8 +
Ford
1023/6 + 1/4
Time Inc.
106% +1%
G.A.F.
541/5 + 1/4
U.S.Tobacco...........28% -1/4
General Motors
361/4 -1/4
Wal-Mart
38,4 -1/4
GenCorp, Inc.
109/
1
4 +%
10% ./
Wendy's
1
4
Goodrich
55s/4 unc
C.E.F. Yield
8 14
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

PRE-SEASON

SPECIAL SAVINGS
Remington.
- OR -

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

WINCHESTER
YOUR CHOICE

3.49

Your Choice
Sale
Dove/Quail Shotgun Shells. Remington 12 or 2b
ga #8 shot Box/25 or Winchester #7%2 & #8
shots for 12 ga. #7 & #8 shots for 20 ga Game
Load. 12 & 20 ga #8 shot (607-0130, 0148,
0155)(608-0147, 0154, 0188, 0196)

Breakfast Anytime
Also Vegetable Plates

://re ..11rrno • Jere
;Wei brri

10:30 a.m. dl closing

The Plum Tree Restaurant
%% ‘.

IX.

Xt•‘ I III ( i4.,111\

STOCK
UP

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUAUTY
SERVCI PARTS
&O•, OK

Ko.p The Gr.., GM

...TIT.

C ONO.

641 South
Murray

•OO

11,9 CA0T11,01.

753 2617
AM {%

Thunderbolt
.22 LR Cartridges

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

gip

NOW!

•

at

a

price'

Hi

Speed Long Rifle

rim

fires

50 round box

1607 4587)

I.s

C001 mesh back Adjustable back strar,
Each 1611-40521

INF

performance
budget

SP
4.
0
...ak%
0'417*
--

2.99

99

Remington qual0 and

<

Sportsman's
Sale
Cap
Basebdii style, green cdmoullage 6%47.
1985 S-10 P.U.
black -silver stripe,
auto. air, radio, rally
wheels

Sale

is do,
yi?

fr.rriinz,11ron

7
e
-we:GM

America's004-Owned, Nationally-Known TOTAL HARDWARE sore.
Store Hours
8:30 - 9:00 Mon.-Sat,
Sun. 12:00- 8:00

•

or-4011 /111.• •••o

753-8604

ono

-MO AO. ono
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